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Jane Lye ~ SDU activist and Reform candidate - is 
the new President of the Students' Union. 4,500 
students voted in this year's election, the largest 
turn out in the history of the students' union - who 
says students don't care about their Union? Of these 
4,500 votes, Victoria Brazil received 7 for president 
(winner!) but the Wild Gay and Lesbian Socialists 
received 160~THERE'S POWER IN OUR UNION! 
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Ajoke is currently circulating in Latin America: GOVERNMENTOFFICIAL:"You'll have to tightenyour belt. 
CITIZEN: I can't, i ate it yesterday. 
This illustrates vividly the consequences of the Global Debt crisis-poverty, 
hunger and sickness for the people of the Third World. 
In 1988 Third World countries sent some $43 billion dollars back to their 
developed country creditors, the fifth successive year in which net financial 
flows have been from the poor countries to the rich. This net transfer vviJI have 
reached a total of $143 billion since 1983. It represents the extent to which Third 
World countries have had to pay interest and repayments of principal over and 
above what they receive, often reluctantly, in new lending from their creditors. 
"The net flow in 1988 was the largest since the debt crisis first broke in 1982. 
These enormous outflows to the rich countries have still not succeeded in 
reducing Third World indebtedness because of the operation of compound 
interest. Debt rose by $39 billion to 51,320 billion at the end of 1988. The 
heavily indebted countries are still suffering declining output and living stan-
dards as a result of their debt burdens. In 1988 the 15 most heavily indebted 
countries suffered another fall in incomes per head estimated at 0.4%. This 
follows an average annual drop from 1980 to 1986 of 2.4% - an indication that 
the world's poor are getting poorer. 
WHO ARETHE DEBTOR NATIONS? 
Debt of crippling proportions affects the less developed countries of Latin 
America, Africa and Asia. The most heavily indebted nations are Brazil, Ar-
gentina, Mexico and Venezuela. In Latin America and Asia most of the debt 
comprises loans from comemrcial US, European and Japanese banks and loans 
from international institutions to corporations and government agencies. 
Amongst African nations debt is largely in the form of Rovernment-to-govern-
ment loans. 
THE ORIGINS OFTHE DEBT CRISIS 
In the early 1970's oil prices quadrupled. Oil producing countries (OPEC) 
increased revenues which they deposited in transnational banks. Awash with 
funds the bankswerehappyto lend to developing countries. In the early 1980's 
interest rates unexpectedly rocketed saddling the poorer countries with huge 
repayments. In 1982 Mexico informed tho US that it could no longer meet the 
payments on its 80 billion foreign debt. This raised the spectre of mass defaults 
by the developing countries and led to the notion of a crisis. However the banks 
have avoided mass defaults by operating a divide-and-rule policy, striking 
sweetheart deals with individual governments. They have also mitigated the 
impact of defaults by setting funds aside for loan-loss provision. 
WHAT HAPPENED TO THE LOANS? 
• Muchofthemoneyhasbeen spent on extravagantandecologicallydamaging 
development projects, often on Western advice, including dams, highways, 
forest clearance and nuclear power. Brazil's nuclear reactors added $40 billion 
to their national debt. 
•Third World despots and corrupt rulers have stolen billions of dollars. Fer-
dinand Marcos increased the Philippines debt from S2.7 billion in 1972 lo$82 
billion in 1986, diverting Si 5 billion to his private purse. 
• 20% of loans have been directed to the military. 
THE CONSEQUENCES OF DEBT 
When a nation can no longer afford to serve its debt, the International 
Monetary Fund is usuallycalled in tosort out the mess.The IMF and World Bank 
were set up after the Bretton Wood Conference in 1944 ostensibly to add 
stability to the world economic order. However, they are often seen to be acting 
primiarly in the interests of the developed nations. As a condition of assisting 
countries with debt problems severe austerity packages are imposed and the 
debtor nation is compelled to increase exports to earn more foreign exchange. 
AUSTERITY 
The IMF prescription fora nation's debt problems includes cutbacks in spen-
ding on housing, health, education and food subsidies. Wages are held down. 
In Mexico wages fell by 30% between 1981 and 1984. Government spending 
on health was cut in 50% of African countries and 60% of Latin American countries 
where the IMF became involved between 1980 and 1985. Many preventable 
diseases such as polio are returning to areas from which they had been era-
dicated. In Peru the percentage of six-year-old children suffering from mal-
nutrition rose from 41% to 68% between 1980 and 1983. Food riots have 
occurred recently in Zambia, Tunisia and the Sudan. 
EXPORTS 
ToearnmoreinordertorepaydebtThird World nations must export more. In 
most cases this means producing cash crops, timber and minerals for overseas 
trade. Often farm land is taken out of food production for local needs and 
allocated for cultivation of export crops consequently pushing up local food 
prices and penalising the poor. With the glut of commodities on the world 
market prices can drop, offsetting the gains from increases in production. Thai-
land increased rubberexports by 31% in the first half of 1985 yet revenues fell by 
8%. 
ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION 
In the drive to increase exports many developingcountriesemploy measures 
to increase agricultural production which have disastrous consequences forthe 
environment. Large areas of the Amazon Basin are being clear-felled to make 
wayforcattle-rearing.Muchoftheexported beef find itswayinto"junkfood"in 
the US. 
LOSS OF LOCAL ECONOMIC CONTROL 
Shares inThird Wodd countries are often sold to creditors in paymentof debt. 
Foreign interests gained an important stake in Mexico's largest company in this 
way. 
BOOMING BANKS 
Transnational banks are profiting enormously from Third World debt. Be-
tween 1982 and 1985 the profits of Chase Manhattan rose by 84%, those of 
Chemical Bankby61%and those of Banker's Trust by 66%. The banks are reaping 
a bonanza while economies stagnate in large parts of the world. It is estimated 
that producers in the developed world have forfeited at least $30 billion in 
exports to developing countries since 1982. Experts claim that at least 2 million 
US jobs have been lost because Latin America can no longer afford North 
American products. 
WHAT DOES ALL TIIIS MEAN? 
Quite clearly these figures show that first world countries like the USA, Japan, 
Europe and Australia are maintaining theirstalus as rich countries on the backs of 
third world countries. The poor nations are being forced to spend their money 
on repaying debt to already wealthy nations instead of spending money on 
housing, health, educalion and otherwelfaro areas that would benefit their own 
people. In other words, all the starving people of Africa and Asia are living in 
poverty because our governments are taking all their money. 
AWAY OUT OFTHE DEBT CRISIS 
1. We must pressure our politicians to give more priority to the plight of IheThird 
World. We have to convince them that they can lose votes, in fact ours, on 
precisely such issues. 
2. Banks should be encouraged to write-off Third World debts or lo lower 
interest rates. 
3. Banks should be encouraged to allow countries to pay back at least part of the 
loan in their own currency. This could be credited to a national or regional 
development fund to be spent on, for example: 
- reafforestation; 
- literacy campaigns; 
- farm credit. 
Targets could be agreed with the debtor nation.'. 
4. We should make people-tp-people contacts by supporting organisaions 
which work in partnership with Third World peopleand which campaign on the 
debt issue. /• / ' ' 
/ 
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Jeannie Henderson was in Kampucliea and 
Vietnam in )anuary this year and interviewed 
Nguyen Thi Xa, a Vietnamese revolutionary. 
Nguyen Thi Xa was 17 when she joined the 
movemenf to oppose the return of French 
control to Vietnam in 1946. Before the hos-
tilities ended in South Vietnam, three decades 
later, she had spent 15 years in jail for com-
munist, national liberation and women's rights 
activities. 
Xa, a peasant from Cu Chi, 50km west of 
Saigon, took the decision to support the Viet 
Minh Milage resistance in the turbulent months 
after Ho Chi Minh's declaration of Vietna-
mese independence. "[ was cheerful at fhe 
thought we could gain our freedom/' she re-
called. 
The Vietnamese communists, with their 
goal of ending colonial control and bringing 
about a fundamental transformation of the 
society, saw a need to mobilise women, the 
"slaves of the slaves". The Viet Minh esta-
blished a mass organisation to educate the 
female population and bring it into the po-
litical process. Through fhe Women's Libera-
tion Movement, Xa was exposed to critiques 
of Confucian teaching on the role of women. 
One basic element of Confucian morality to 
receive criticism was the principle of the wo-
man's Three Submissions - to the father, hus-
band and eldest son. The Viet Minh used fhe 
traditional importance of the family to its bene-
fit by extending the image to a national family. 
"We were taught that the outside family is the 
nation; if the nation is not liberated, how can 
women be liberated? The cadres spoke about 
the national heroines (the Trung sisters) who 
lead an army against the Chinese invaders in 
the past." 
Xa joined the Communist Parfyand became 
organiser ofthe Women's Liberafion Movement 
branch in Cu Chi. While she worked to extend 
the Viet Minh's political base in the country-
side, fhe guerilla forces and fhe French were 
fighting a long and bloody war. Eventually, 
pro-Vief Minh activity attracted the attention 
of fhe French authorities and Xa was impri-
soned. She was in jail when the Geneva Con-
ference ended French control of Vietnam and 
divided the country into the Democratic Re-
public of Vietnam (North) and the Republic of 
Vietnam (South), pending an election on re-
unification in 1956. "I was chosen by the Party 
to be one of those going north, but I was not 
released from jail," she said. 
The following year, Xa was freed and she 
returned io Cu Chi and fhe Women's Libera-
tion Movement. "Women's liberation was an 
ongoing process, but when the government 
refused to hold the general election, we made 
reunification a specific point of propaganda." 
The new President, Ngo Dinh Diem, began a 
campaign to eliminate Viet Minh Influence in 
fhe rural areas with the use of his special po-
lice, "i lived legally as a peasant, but secretly 
my job was to gather people against the Sai-
gon government. If the government oppres-
sed the villagers, I would talk to them." 
In 1962, the authorities discovered Xa's 
activities, she was arrested and sentenced to 
five years In prison for "actions against the 
Saigon government". At Saigon's Chi Hoa pri-
son, like all political prisoners she was made 
to undergo re-education. "They fold me-be-
fore I could be released, I must salute the flag 
of the South Vietnamese regime and say 
'Down with Ho Chi Minh', but I would not 
because of the honour of the Party and the 
nation." After most refusals, Xa was beaten 
and confined to an isolated cell, then moved 
to another prison. 
The prisoners received ocassional news of 
fhe situation in South Vietnam from new in-
mates or through conversations with the 
guards. In 1964, Xa heard that fhe United 
States had sent Marines to Da Nang. "Ai the 
time, I thought we have to fight to gain our 
freedom, but maybe this will come only the 
next generation," she recalled. 
After moving from jail to jail in Saigon, Xa 
was sent to South Vietnam's well-known pri-
son island, Poulo Condore (Con Son) where 
she remained for a number of years. "The 
women prisoners organised their lives toge-
ther. We were not authorized to work outside 
the prison, instead we would learn lessons 
and discuss political matters... sometimes we 
might sing. There was a friendship of these 
women together - they love each other." 
The women held frequent hunger strikes to 
demand better living conditions. Xa recalled: 
"One time they would not let us die so the 
guards put food in our mouths. On the sixth 
dayof the hunger strike, I tried to kill myself by 
cutting my stomach with a plate, but I was too 
weak. On the eleventh day, the authorities 
gave up and let us have our demands." 
Xa was moved from Condore, but returned 
in 1973, ten days before the signing of the 
Paris Peace Accords on a ceasefire and final 
withdrawal of American personnel. "When ! 
heard this news I thought I was flying," she 
said. On April 30th, 1975, two years later, a 
Viet Cong agent among the guards told the 
prisoners that Saigon had been taken by fhe 
North Vietnamese army. "The soldiers and 
the guards began to panic. They told us to dig 
holes because they would kill us before com-
munits arrived, but we are so happy, we speak 
back to them." The guards fled, leaving the 
internees, and on May 1, 1975, Xa was eva-
cuated by the communist forces ending 13 
years in prison. In Saigon soon renamed Ho 
Chi Minh City, she was given a job at the head 
office of the Women's Association, later to 
become the Director of the Women's Cultural 
House, the position she currently holds. 
Ho Chi Minh City today is the home of many 
who have bitter memories of April 30,19 75 a s 
the day their world changed from the laissez 
faire and deeply corrupt system of the Re-
public of Vietnam to the austere socialist 
path set by Hanoi. I asked Nguyen Thi Xa is 
she was satisfied with the outcome of Viet-
nam's revolutionary struggle. Surprised by 
the question, she replied: "I was in prison for 
15 years because I believe in communism. Of 
course I am." 
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W O R K H A Z A R D S : Youwillbe154percentmorelikelyto 
die of cancer than women in paid employment?. Between 40 and 60 
percent of housewives in Bracknell New Town, UK, have an alcohol 
problems. One in five Aotearoan housewives seek help for psychiatric 
I symptoms? - more than any other occupational group - and Australian 
i women consume 70 percent of all minor tranquilizers in the countryio. 
Insomnia, palpitations, headache, dizziness, nightmares and anxiety 
('housewives' syndrome') are much more common among housewives 
than women in paid employmentn. 
, J O B S E C U R I T Y : Your job will;be continuously and increa-
singly threatened by divorce. In the US one in six marriages ended in 
divorce in 1940. Today two out of every three marriages are predicted to 
. end in divorcei2. One yean^after divorce housewife's standard xjf living 
drops by 73 per cent, whileihat of her ex-employer rises by 42 per 
centi2. 
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if'Jearly all keep up their car payments but over half are delmquent with 
[child supporti2. Unpaid child support totals $4 billion a year in the 
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'Primary poverty has been largely eliminated... The 
historic objective has, in Britain, largely been at-
tained.' 
That was the triumphant boast proclaimed in 1965 
by social democratic theorist and British Labour 
Minister Anthony Crosland. It was a sadly pre-
mature judgement. But its legacy has been the 
dogma that poverty Is yesterday's problem, the 
guidingphilosophyinrecentyearsof eve ry we If are 
state. If poverty remains, this vision implies, it is to 
be found either among small marginal groups in 
the population or Is the just reward of wilful In-
dolence. 
Yet throughout fhe post-war period welfare spen-
ding has increased. The steady rise in the numbers 
of fhe elderly, the rapid increase in single parent 
families, and the failure of national insurance to 
provide even a poverty line income has pushed 
vast numbers down through Ihe safety net onto 
rock bottom Income maintenance schemes. In Bri-
tain social security spending in 1977 was 20 times 
its 1950 level, and together with social services 
accounted for over a quarter of all public expen-
diture. Bythe 1970's industrialised countries were 
spending far more than they ever expected on in-
come maintanence, somewhere between 10 and 
20 percent of Cross Domestic Product. Yet an EEC 
survey in 1976 found that mosl Europeans denied 
that poverty existed. 
This was not an easy paradox to explain away. 
Poverty had gone, cast inlo the dustbin of Victo-
rian misery by the miraculous forces of industrial 
expansion and enlightened welfare administration. 
Yet at Ihe same time Ihe weary tax payer watched 
aghast as vast sums were channelled into solving a 
problem that was supposed not to exist. The an-
swer for the establishment was simple. We were 
spending too much on the wrong people. It was 
time lo police the system back into line. 
The cry is universal. The Reagan administration 
reassured voters that "the war on poverty has been 
won except fora few mopping upopferalions".The 
new President's Senior Domestic Policy Adviser 
wrote Ihat the mopping up would include enfor-
cing'support of dependents by those who have the 
responsibility and are shirking if. In Australian the 
crimes of 'dole bludgers' were a prominent feature 
of the 1975 election campaign, and newspapers 
were filled wilh outraged tales of 'dole dollies' 
shamelessly exploiting the largesse of the slate. 
The new Prime Minister, Malcolm Fraser, got much 
mileage from accusing the labour government of 
being soft on welfare cheats, and told Australians 
'life wasn't meant to be easy'. Opinion polls show-
ed that nearly half Ihe Australian population 
thought the rise in unemployment was due to in-
dolence among Ihe young. In Canada in 1978 the 
government announced a million dollar advertis-
ing campaign to expose dole cheats. As Canadian 
unemployment hit peaks unprecedented since the 
Great Depression, television and newspaper com-
mercials rammed home the message that welfare 
abuse was rife and had lo be stamped out. 
These measures got widespread support. Some 
research carried out in Britain by myself and Sue 
Middleton, /mages of Welfare, suggested why. In a 
major survey people were asked about wealth and 
poverty in Britain. When asked fo describe who 
they had in mind when thinking of the rich, one in 
eight thought of royalty, especially the Queen, or 
'Lords and people like that'. Another major cate-
gory of answers was that of pop slars or sports 
celebrilies, either menlioned by name or generi-
cally. Only 6.2 percent mentioned inherited wealth 
and 6.9 percent menlioned owners of big busi-
ness, shareholders or possessors of wealth as dis-
tinct from high incomes. Riches were generally 
seen lo accrue from an unpredictable slice of good 
fortune ('One jusl has lo look around, after all you 
read in the papers aboul people winning premium 
bonds or football pools', said a 57 yearold female 
clerical worker), from the due rewards for merit or 
effort, or from a skill wilh money and things fi-
nancial beyond the scope of the less able. 
When asked a similar question about the poor it 
was the elderiy who were mentioned most fre-
quently. Yel by 1979 only just over half of those 
living in or on the margins of poverty were pen-
sioners. Many of those rejected the existence of 
poverty entirely. Few mentioned the low paid and 
the low paid themselves were the least likely lo 
mention this group as in poverty. Yet even two 
million people live in households which cam their 
poverty were pensioners. Many of Ihem a cent 
above the stale poverty line. 
The majority of people fell the gap between rich 
and poor had diminished. Widespread faith in the 
egalitarian achievements of progressive taxation, 
generous social security, and aggressive wage bar-
gaining by unstoppable trade unions buttressed a 
view of the worid in which, as a teacher's wife pul 
it, 'Professional people have been squeezed to 
help the poor.' Nobody believes this more than the 
poor themselves. A 63 year old pensioner living on 
£22 ($44) a week was adamant that 'There's no 
need for anyone to be poor if they go and ask for 
help.' The bias of the establishment has to be pow-
erful for thai pensioner not to recognise her own 
position. 
People are of course aware of distant privilege 
and advantage, but they are aware more often of 
Ihe new four-door stalion wagon outside the neigh-
bour's house or of a friend's kids' Disneyland sou-
venirs. Wealth and fortune are masked from view 
by the prevalent belief in the corrosive success of 
taxation. Such resentment as exists is aimed down 
at the feckless few al the bottom rather than up-
ward at an invisible privileged stratum. 
Our survey asked people aboul the causes oi 
poverty. The largest category of answers made re-
ference to the financial ineptitude of the poor: not 
managing household budgets very well, incurring 
ill-advised hire purchase commitments, nol sav-
ing, and so on. Far more than any other reason 
poverty was seen to result from the failure of Ihe 
poor to conlrol money going out of the home, 
rather than from society's failure lo get a decent 
income inlo the home - a classic case of 'blaming 
the victim'. 'Those who have no money musl be 
inadequate,' said a shopkeeper's wife, They spend 
their money on the wrong things living on jam and 
bread bul then they go lo bingo'. The second most 
popular explanation was that in an open merito-
cracy such as ours the poor were simply those who 
LAWS CANNOT DEFEAT US.BUT WHO'LL DEFENDTHE WORKERS THAT CANNOT ORGANISE.WHEN THE BOSSES SENDTHEIRUCKEYS OUTTO CHEAT US?. 
lack the skills, intelligence or initiative to win a 
good wage in a competitive labour market. It is the 
kind of argument which lells 20 youngsters cha-
sing the one job available that their chances will be 
improved if they get their hair cut and keep their 
hands out of their pockets at interviews. 
Thus on the one hand it is widely believed fhat 
little or no poverty persists, other Ihan an unavoi-
dable degree of hardship in old age. On the other 
hand, where poverty is recognised, it is explained 
in terms of the individual culpability of its victims. 
Far more people relate poverty lo the incompe-
tent spending of incomes rather than to an unfair 
distribution of income and wealth. 
Not surprisingly a general scepticism aboul fhe 
extent of poverty nourishes a lively suspicion aboul 
the policies ostensibly designed to tackle it. In the 
same survey six out of len people thought social 
security benefits were too generous and too easy 
fo get. Nearly half Ihoughl loo much was spent on 
welfare and social security, twice the proportion 
who thought too little was spent. Four people out 
of five thought too many people depend on wel-
fare and seven ouf of ten felt welfare has made 
people lazy. The expansion of welfare is seen as a 
virus consuming the moral fibre of the nation. And 
the most avid believers are those on the margins of 
poverty themselves. 
Living on the edge of the welfare stale induces 
fears that are readily aroused at a time of economic 
recession, fears aboul welfare scroungers, the idle 
poor, and immigrants. Both welfare and race can 
freely tap veins of myth, stereotype and scape-
goating that make the burden of national econo-
mics decline easier lo bear. 
Lacking an alternative comprehension of fhe 
causes and circumstances of poverty those on its 
margins feed desperately and divisively on the rich 
culture of contempt. 
Bias in Britain against the poor operates in two 
ways. Firsl, the mass media organise popular anxi-
eties around a series of insistent themes, both 
strenuously denying the existence ot real poverty 
(a figment of the misguided imagination of aca-
demics and do-gooders) while replaying the motif 
of 'scroungerphobia'. Hostility to social security 
claimants rose to a hysterical crescendo in the mid 
1970's as a vast army of super-scroungers and 
dole-cheats marched across Ihe pages of the po-
pular press. In 1976nofewerthan 31 percent ofall 
news stories in British press dealing in any way 
with social security or social services were about 
'abuse' of social security. This rediscovery of an 
ancient demon - the sturdy beggar, the vagabond, 
the rogue - played on a vibrant sel of folks' me-
mories to create an orgy of resentment and moral 
contempt. 
At the same lime no platform has existed on 
which to raise the banner of the poor. The Left and 
social democratic press has been decimated by 
the inescapable economics of the modern news-
paper industry, while the Labour Party right fhrough 
fhe 1960's and 1970's clung to the dogma that 
poverty is residual, and can only be attacked 
through growth not through redistribution. 
The result has been to turn the poor inlo the 
whipping-posts of recession. In a culture which 
draws liltle distinction between economic failure 
and moral inadequacy poverty is more expediently 
punished than alleviated. Latent antipathy lo so-
cial security and claimants could be mobilised by 
the deep anxieties felt by many people. As net real 
incomes dropped by some 10 percent between 
1972 and 1976 and inore low paid workers were 
dragged into the lax net (the threshold dropped 
from 58 percent of average earnings in 1971/2 to 
44 percent in 1975/6), the numbers claiming so-
cial security were unavoidably increasing. It was 
not difficult to force attention onto the problem of 
'incentives' rather than low pay, so that the de-
prived in work were encouraged lo be outraged at 
Ihe apparent affluence of those below them rather 
than the considerably more real advantages of the 
privileged above. The situation has intensified as 
taxation of fhe poor has increased. 
Between 1978/9 and 1981/2 the combined fax 
and national insurance burden for those on half fhe 
average wages increased by 92 percent, for those 
with five times fhe average wage fhe burden has 
been cut by 5 percent. 
Concerns like these made if easy for Britain's 
Thatcher government to hack away at the incomes 
''Far more people relate poverty 
lo the inconnpeieni spend/ng^of^^, 
incomes rather than tot^m^g ^'~ 
distribution of income an 
of the poor dependent on the welfare state. Major 
legislative changes in social security in 1980/81 
will produce 'savings' in 1982/3 of about £1800 
milion. In the United States President Reagan, 
floating on Ihe same moral tide, has sliced $1.8 
billion off the 1982 food stamps programme. 
Simultaneously the drive to police the poor has 
intensified. The number of prosecutions for social 
security offences rose from 7700 in 1970 to 26,100 
by 1977. The emphasis on fraud was reflected in 
slaff deployment. The number of special investi-
gators grew from 248 in 1970 fo 447 in 1978. Re-
deployment of local office staff produced an in-
crease in those working on fraud from about 600 in 
1975 lo over 1000 in 1978. The number of Un-
employment Review Officers, the officers concer-
ned wilh rooting out "work-shyness", has been 
rapidly enlarged from 300 in 1978 to 880 by 1980. 
The process was accelerated in February 1980 
when the Conservative administration announced 
a number of anti-fraud measures including the re-
deployment of 450 slaff and an additional 600 staff 
to work in fraud and abuse investigation. 
The selective concerns of authoritative morality 
can be judged by noting the estimated £5175 mil-
lion ($10 billion) of untaxed Income in the 'black 
economy' in 1980/81, and the increasing sums 
(£73 mil]lons/$140 million in 1980) of evaded fax 
written off by the I nland Revenue as irrecoverable. 
In 1980 the Inland Revenue Staff Federation es-
timated total income fax evasion as between 
£1000 million and £3000 million ($2 billion to $6 
billion), compared to detected social security 
fraud of £4 million. Yet the number of Inland Re-
venue fraud staff has repeatedly been cut, and cols 
less than one fifth of social security fraud inves-
tigations. 
Unemployment in the richest 24 countries in 
the worid is now 28.5 million, and will probably 
soar to 35 million in just three years time. It wili be 
an uphill struggle for the prevailing ideology to 
disguise the hardship this causes. 
The poor have been a nuisance, a threat and a 
financial burden throughout history, and explain-
ing their continuing and irritating presence has 
been a persistent problem for the ideologists of 
capitalism. Eariier centuries have classified, vlc-
timsed and criminalised the poor. The supreme 
achievement of 'welfare capitalism' has been to 
render the causes and conditions of poverty al-
most invisible. In a sociciy so firmly gripped in an 
ethic of competition and reward failure must be 
seen to be morally culpable. Blaming the victim 
remains the framework for our conception of po-
verty, fhe justification for our bias against the 
poor. 
Peter Golding is Research Associate at the Centre of 
Mass Communications, University of Leicester and 
co-author with Sue Middleton of 'Images of Wel-
fare. 
MONEY STANDS FOR MONEY, THE DEVIL FOR ITS OWN . WHO COMES TO SPEAK FOR THE SKIN AND THE BONE?. A COMFORT TO THE WINDOW, A LIGHT 
emimatron 
poverty 
F or many people this familiar quote conjures up images of third world women working knee-deep in sludge to keep their subsistence 
economies afloat. No connections are drawn be-
tween these statistics and the status of women in 
western societies. Poverty is popularly defined as 
the exclusive affliction of third world societies. Yet 
the poor inwestern countries are almost exclusi-
vely women and children. Women themselves, 
and through their connection with children (wo-
men are usually the adult most directly affected by 
the financial responsibility of children) have a mo-
nopoly on poverty. 77.7percent or 30 million peo-
ple living below the poverty line in Am erica in 1980 
were women and children, 36 percent of all fe-
male-headed households and 56.2 percent of black 
female-headed households were at or below the 
poverty-line in 1982. In the Australian 1986 Census 
68 percent of adull men earned annual incomes of 
more than $9000, compared to only 36 percent of 
women, only six percent of women earnt more 
than $22000 compared to 24 percent of men, 4 
percent of men earned more than $40000 com-
pared to 0.4 percent of women, 25 percent of wo-
men earnt less than $2000 compared to 8 percent 
of men. 
Women who are not dependant on the welfare 
state are the working poor, they are concentrated 
m the most vulnerable areas ofthe workforce and 
are the first to be hit by recession. Under mone-
tarist policies women are the worst hit by cutbacks 
in the social wage and arc least likely to benefit 
from the so-called 'trickle-down' effects of eco-
nomic growth. Women bear the brunt of monc-
tanst economic polides which require a shaving 
back of state spending in welfare areas while mi-
i7 fP^^^'^B is increased. This is all against a 
global context in which the lives of women are 
valued less than the lives of men. Female infan-
ticide is practised in many Asian countries, ami-
noceritosisis used for sex selection in India -78000 
female fetuses aborted between 1978 and 1984. 
Wornen and children make up the majority ofthe 
'^orid s undernourished because ofthe widespread 
cultural practice of women and girl children eating 
What 15 left over after the men have had their fill 
So why are women poor? Women do the unpaid 
work necessary to keep both capitalist and sub-
sistence economies functioning. As such women's 
work IS simply invisible in economic theory, data 
ana policies. Without being simplistic this fact 
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alone goes a long way to providing the reason for 
female poverty. Economic worth is defined by the 
value goods and services which can be sold in the 
market place to generate surplus value and create 
profit for the owners of capital. Women donot own 
much capital. Instead women do the majority of 
unpaid, voluntary production and reproduction, 
yet no economic worth is placed on this work. 
Housework, childbirth, breastfeeding, raising chil-
dren, voluntary labour, non-profit welfare work are 
virtually the exclusive domains of women and as 
such these activities are accorded no value - you 
won't find them listed in any country's Gross Na-
tional Product. Yet obviously both third world and 
'advanced' economies cannot exist without these 
services - the paid workforce (the 'real' workers) 
would not be fed, clothed, nurtured or reprodu-
ced/replaced. The imperative of economic growth 
does not value the social contribution that women 
make, iike it does not value the existence of clean 
water, fresh air, the survival ofthe natural habitat. 
Women's unpaid work in the home and commu-
nity is seen as an innate characteristic of femininity 
much like fresh water and clean air is seen as freely 
available in nature. In western societies it is easy to 
see the way caring skills are devalued since the 
female-dominated caring professions - nurses, so-
cial workers, teachers, child-care workers are paid 
less than any other professional group. Caring is 
something women do innately and effortlessly, the 
implication is that being paid for such work is al-
most a fringe benefit. The satisfaction of the fe-
minine altruistic is all a real woman needs. Mean-
while, despite fringe benefits tax businessMEN are 
still paid to go on 'working' holidays and to eat 
lunch with 'clients'. Obviously the definition and 
rewarding of skills is done through male criteria 
and institutions. 
Marilyn Waring's 'Counting for Nothing - what 
men value and what women are worth', provides 
some interesting examples of what is economi-
cally valuable. Cooking is economically valued 
when the food is sold commercially, cleaning is 
valued when it is performed by a maid, environ-
mental disasters such as oil spills are recorded in 
National Accounts as valuable since labour and 
capital is invested in their clean up. Such narrow 
definitions of economic value underplay the phe-
nomenon of female poverty and turn a blind eye to 
environmental davastation. Indeed most western 
economic policies are based on the these three 
assumptions: 
tralian women's overal workforce participation has 
increased to approx. 46 percent, women have 
made little impact on the high-paid administration, 
executive and managerial positions dominated by 
men. Increases in participation have been in the 
traditional low-paid areas such as clerical and sales 
positions. 
WOMEN ARE CONCENTRATED IN PART-TIME 
AND CASUAL POSITIONS. Two in five women are 
employed part-time. Out of 1.4 million additional 
jobs created since 1968 which have gone to wo-
men, half have been part-time. 39 percent of wo-
men are employed part-time. 
WOMEN EARN LOWER WAGES. Legislative moves 
to insure equal pay look limp beside the statistical 
evidence. Average weekly earnings ofall women in 
the workforce represented 66 percent of men's 
average earnings. DEET 1988. Four out of five wo-
men workers in 1987 earned less than $25,000 
(89%of women compared to 67%ofmen). Female 
graduate starting salaries are up to one-third lower 
than their male counterparts. The explanation is 
that women make up the majority of arts and hu-
manities graduates whereas men make it through 
the more marketable degrees in commerce, en-
gineering medicine, etc. 
WOMEN EXPERIENCE A HIGHER LEVEL OF UN-
EMPLOYMENT. Women make up 77 percent of 
discouraged job seekers (Dept of Social Security). 
The real figure could be even higher than this since 
men are opposed to their wives/partners registe-
ring as 'unemployed'. 
•WOMEN USUALLY EXPERIENCE A MORE BROKEN 
WORKFORCE PATTERN THAN MEN. Apart from 
maternity leave and having to take days off for child 
•sickness, lack of job satisfaction, lack of promotion 
within a reasonable time-span, lack of facilities to 
suport working mothers, necessity to relocate with 
partner's job or children's schooling needs all has 
an affect on women's rate of absenteeism and job 
turnover. 
WOMEN WORK IN HIGHLY SEGMENTED AND 
LOWERSTATUSOCCUPATIONALAND INDUSTRY 
GROUPS. Two thirds of women workers are con-
centrated in five occupational groups: teachers, 
nurses, clerks, salespersons and personal service 
providers. Needless to say these occupational 
gers', the reality is that most ofthe hard work that 
women do is not financially rewarded, it may even 
be completely ignored. 
WOMEN HAVE LOWER RATE OF TRADE UNION 
MEMBERSHIP. 19 percent fewer women ara unio-
nised compared to men. Women are under-repre-
sented in the union heirarchy. 
WOMEN HAVE A LOW MEMBERSHIP OF SUPER-
ANNUATION SCHEMES COMPARED TO MEN. 
SUPERANNUATION SCHEMES DISCRIMINATE 
AGAINST WOMEN. Women receive lower retire-
ment benefits because final benefits are earnings 
related; because statistically women live longer 
than men their payments from a superannuation 
fund are reduced; women often cannot get access 
to a fund in their vorkplacc or industry. 
So even the popular image ofthe professional, 
child-less young woman pushing ahead and achie-
ving financially in a man's world is threatened by 
such statistics. The 'real' yuppie is most probably 
male. In the 1980's the widespread adoption and 
popularity of Monetarist polices and small govern-
ment in industrialised countries have simly entren-
ched women's disadvantages economic position 
relative to men. Hawke's Australia, although not as 
severe as Thatcher's Britain or Reagan's America (as 
a Labour Party gives some lipservice to a social 
agenda) through its concentration on cutting the 
budget deficit at all costs (at the expense of social 
wage) worked to keep women in poverty: 
1. In a recession the lowest paid and least organised 
workers are hit the worst since they cannot defend 
themselves against the erosion of real wages. Many 
women (particularly women headinghouseholds) 
have experienced a cash-flow crises and an incrase 
in consumer debt. 
2. Moves be the New Right to de-regulate the la-
bour market mean that the wages and conditions of 
women will be eroded. Women are poorly unio-
nised compared to men, the erosion of pay and 
conditions means only a small minority of highly 
skilled men wilt benefit by being able to set their 
own price for their specialist skills. Since women's 
skills are not considered as marketable as men's 
they are not rewarded accordingly. 
"Women are one half of the world's population, do two-
thirds of the world's work, get one tenth of the world's 
payment and own one-hundredth of the world's property/' 
- UN Report 
1. that women are dependant on men, 2. that wo-
men have full access to their partners' income and 
assets, 3. that women willalways be freely available 
to service the labour force through their domestic 
production and their replacement of the work-
force through their reproductive work. As long as 
these assumptions prevail women will remain in 
their entrenched positions of poverty. 
One of the most tedious attitudes I have en-
countered in mytimeas Women's Rights Organiser 
at this University is the widespread loeliefthat wo-
men have no need for specialist services since they 
have achieved equality with men. This assumption 
is gleaned from the media images ofthe dozens of 
success. Women may be visible outside the kitchen 
but their status inside and outside the workforce 
has not realty changed so miraculously. Here are 
some facts... 
WOMEN COMPRISE A LOWER PERCENTAGE OF 
THE WORKFORCE THAN MEN. Although in Aus-
groups represent the most vulnerable areas ofthe 
workforce, in terms ofthe risk of redundancy and 
remuneration. 
WOMEN FORM A HIGHER PROPORTION OF 
PEOPLE DEPENDANT ON SOCIAL SECURITY AND 
IN POVERTY. In 1987 25 percent ofall Australian 
women relied on state welfare for their livelihood 
(Department of Social Security 1987). Women 
make up the majority of sole parent households in 
Australia which are either penalised through child-
care cutbacks (so they can't work) or through 
ideological and fiscal attacks on the supporting 
parent's benefit (from the New Right). Women 
through their unequal responsibility for children 
suffer ihe most thorough cutbacks in the social 
wage - health, education, public housing, etc. 
WOMEN FORM THE GREAT MAJORITY OF UN-
PAID COMMUNITY AND WELFARE WORKERS 
Women who do not have great financial resources 
are often perceived as lazy or 'bad money mana-
3. Many feminists have claimed that the Accord 
could have potentially benefited women, since 
restructuring Australian and the labour market 
could be potentially beneficial. However, women 
were excluded from the consultation process, it 
mainly took place between male politicians and 
male union leaders, ll was very difficult forwomen 
to set the agenda and the specific needs of women 
were overlooked. The Accord was aimed at pro-
ducing recovery in the manufacturing sector at the 
expense of areas whore women have been tradi-
tionally employed, e.g. the public sector. 
4. Campaigns for reduced government spending 
hit women. Aboriginal and migrant groups and 
place ideological attacks on women's role in the 
workforce. Labor's single-minded attack on the bu-
dget deficit has been at the expense of the social 
wage. Women's Inequality is deeply entrenched in 
Australian society. What is needed is a redistribution 
of wealth, not a trickle-down philosophy of hoping 
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that the benefits of economic growth will some-
how slowly reach the poor. Although prior to 1985 
the Hawke government introduced programmes 
in health (the restoration of a public health care 
system through Medicare) welfare, housing, edu-
cation, childcare and employment many of these 
projects vyhich benefited women such as the CEP 
job Iraining scheme was scrapped. There is a 
Monetarist belief in the efficient management of 
scarce recources rather than an expansion in wel-
fare resources. The social wage is where the deficit 
is cut, il is seen as a luxury to be dismantled rather 
tfian choosing the politically hard alternative of increa-
sing tax for high and middle income groups and for 
corporations. Increasing tax for high inconie ear-
ners is popularly described as an attack on the in-
centive to work but cutting the social wage for 
disadvantaged groups is an attack on the incentive 
to live. An expansionist budget policy is clearly of 
more benefit to women. 
5. Women have been the real victims ofthe hou-
sing crises. Women predominate in households 
likely to experience housing problems - single-
adult households and sole parent families. The go-
vernment's pursuit ofa tight monetary policy con-
tributed to high interest rates and the decision to 
de-regulate the financial market penalised new 
borrowers. No attempt was made to confront po-
verty and gross inequalities in access to housing 
(the First Home Buyer's scheme has been critisedas 
only really assisting middle class borrowers who 
have the capital to enter the housing market any-
way). 
6. According to the Department of Social Security 
in 1986 25 percent of Australian women were de-
pendant on welfare for their existence. However, 
the government's failure to index welfare benefits 
to cost of living increases or to increase the pay-
ments of some benefits at all has hit women the 
hardest. Welfare dependancy is considered to be 
something to be discouraged and increases in wel-
fare budget arc only seen lo be inviting such de-
pendancy. But when childcare, health services and 
education are cut-back and structural policies and 
inequalities remain welfare is the only practical 
alternative for many women. 
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7. Clearly an expansionist ratherthan restrictionist 
welfare policy favours women. Rhonda Sharp and 
Ray Broomhill in "Short-Changed - Women and 
Economic Policies' claim to get women out ofthe 
economic hole the priority areas should be: equal 
pay/comparable wordi, adequate childcare, increa-
ses in the social wage, genuine taxation reform, 
effective price control and public sector develop-
ment. Federally funded childcare needs to be rea-
dily available to improve women's access to full 
. employment and to provide alternatives to welfare 
dependancy. At the moment childcare is funded 
but goes nowhere near meeting the demand for 
affordable quality care. The fact that half of the new 
jobs created for women between 1983 and 1986 
were part-time with their attendant lack of job se-
curity indicates that many women cannot consider 
full-time work because of their child-rearing re-
sponsibilities. In the United States both Republi-
cans and Democrats are uniting to back the first US 
Federal Childcare Funding Bill. This bill has been 
reluctantly forced on many conservative politicians 
by the pressure of the overwhelming majority of 
American women who work outside the home yet 
cannot find, affordable, accessible, quality care for 
their children. Good child-care is a pre-requisite for 
many women to earn a wage. Despite women's 
growing participation in the workforce many wes-
tern governments are jusl tentatively starting to 
fund these services and at nowhere near the level 
demand would indicate is necessary. When govern-
ments take a non-interventionist line and refuse to 
address the economic plight of women ihrough 
legislative reforms, job creation schemes, training 
programmes and childcare provision a plethora of 
social problems will surface in this generation or 
the next. 
It is beyond the scope ofthis article to detail the 
degree of economic discrimination against women 
globally. The point ofthis catalogue of inequities (?) 
is to examine the underlying values of economic 
theories and policies and how they affect women's 
lives. Economics is depicted as a precise science 
painted as 'value-free'and only open to question 
by experts in the field. Since the popularity and 
application of a particular economic theory (i.e. 
Monetarist economics in the capitalist system) is 
held up as the undergoing reason why some peo-
ple have many resources while other people have 
few it is necessary to question such Jargon. 
Economic policies are not value-free they hold 
implicit assumptions about the value of protecting 
the status quo and the appropriate role of women 
in society - even if this role is out of touch with 
women's experiences, e.g. the current debate on 
the amount of taxpayers money used fo fund 
medicare rebates for abortion ignores the fact that 
taxpayers are women, contraception is imperfect 
and if Medicare is to a univeral health care system 
then it musl provide this basic service for women. 
Universal high-quality child-care is seen as too ex-
pensive to provide, yet money is always available 
for high-tech, military spending. Women are fre-
quently expected to provide social and domestic 
services free of charge yet the skills of men are 
valued and paid for. There is an unwillingness to 
recognise the fact that women are nol content to 
be passive domestic slaves orbiting around men's 
superior financial worth. The inferior economic 
position of women can no longer be fobbed off as 
simply a result of scarce resources, female laziness, 
inferiority or dependancy the resources musl be 
redistributed so that women are recognised and 
rewarded for their work. The economic value sys-
tem must change to incorporate the value of wo-
men. 
LYNNE RODGERS 
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Ma Elena Ang is a journalist with the Philippine 
News and Features, an independant news agen-
cy based in Manila. A survivor of a well docu-
mented human rights violation case, Ma Elena 
has survived torture and detention as a political 
prisoner spanning ten years. During a recent 
visit' to Australia she talked to Kerry Thatcher 
about Filipina women in Australia, media in the 
Philippines and herwork with Philippine News 
and Features. 
KT: When did you start work with PNF? 
MA: In the latter half of 1986 - PNF rose from the 
ashes of another alternative, the Philippine Signs. So far an 
alternativenewsagencyhasbeen veryeffectivehecauseitis 
being subscribed to by most of the mainstream papers in 
Manila and even has exchange subscriptions with some 
other international networks such as the Third World 
News and Features. Consequently, someof our articles are 
printed in the US, European and Australian press. 
KT: Do you have to compromise your content 
to have articles printed in the mainstream me-
dia.? 
Ma Elena said that it was style that had to be 
adjusted. Manila dailies are inundated with colum-
nists and tend "to cover issues thatare inane, issues that 
are light". To publish more serious and obviously 
threatening issues, PNF submits "popular writing" 
to the mainstream press, writing serious issues up 
in the form of feature articles for example. "We 
take this as a challenge -we've pioneered a lot of issues - the 
issues of environment, women, street children, the presence 
{or potential absence) ofthe US military bases, land re-
forms and labour issues." 
1 asked Ma Elena for her perceptions on a con-
tentious issue here -the Australian perception of 
Filipina women. 
MA: The image that's created is ihat most Filipina 
women who come here as "mail order brides". 
Defence Secretary General Ramos, calling on ad-
vertisers to boycott newspapers which publish 
anti-government sentiments. "The President herself 
has called on print media to'pleasepaint the more beautiful 
and positive side of government'." 
At the same time, the Television and Movie 
Review Board exercises prior restraint on politi-
cally sensitive material. A recent documentary 
about the urban poor was banned presumably be-
cause one informant claimed that evictions under 
the Aquino government were more frequent and 
brutal. 
As a mechanism of control censorship reaches 
one ofits extremes when journalists are harrassed, 
detained, tortured and/or killed. This scenario has 
worsened under the Aquino government. Ma Elena 
states that while under Marcos one could safely 
assume that the military were responsible for killing 
dissident journalists, under Aquino responsibility 
is shared by the military, armed anti-communist 
vigilante groups (recently endorsed by the Presi-
dent), OI other right wing fundamentalist groups. 
In the Philippines "we now have the scenario that is 
occuring right now in Latin American countries." 
"In thepast two years 30 journalists throughout the 
world have been killed while working. 17 were from the 
Philippines." 
Most of those killed were exposing graft and 
corruption committed by public officials and bu-
sinessmen or human rights violations. Task Force 
Detainees reports that the same number of poli-
tical detainees Cory Aquino had released in 1986 
are now back in prison - 600 political prisoners 
and many more massacres, 'disappearances' and 
internal refugees from rural military activity. 
Yet there is more to censorship than using 
commercial or militaristic methods to impede or 
stop the flow of information. Ma Elena argues that 
The Philippines is a third world coxmtry and Ma 
Elena stated that Filipina women who export them-
selves do so to escape widespread poverty in a 
country where 80% of the 60 million people live 
well below the poverty line. Increased bombings 
and hamletting in rural areas where the military is 
fighting the insurgent New Peoples' Army has 
pushed increasing numbers of people to the cities 
to find jobs and escape the dislocation caused by 
bombings, harrassment and food shortage in rural 
areas. In the cities however, there are less jobs for 
women than there are for men - "they still receive 
wages that are below the wages received by men, 
although a lot may be more educated than the 
men". Employment for unskilled women may be 
found in the red light districts of Manila, or to the 
north in the cities of Olongopo and Angeles which 
surround the US military bases. According to Ma 
Elena it's not surprising that many Filipina women 
see marriage to a white man from the west - from 
Australia, the USA, or West Germany, as an es-
cape from the Philippines. 
Ma Elena pointed out the problems that Filipina 
women encounter when they leave to marry the 
'American Dream' .... "often they are caught in an 
imprisonment of isolation, of being alone with their hus-
bands or sometimes by themselves, alone in a very strange 
country in which they have to overcome a lot of things about 
the culture and build up a relationship with a man they 
hardly know." Difficulties here include (often financial) 
obligations to an extended family left behind in the Phi-
lippines, racism from the Anglo-Australian community and 
"because they have the reputation of being mail-order bri-
des, the Filipino community here looks down on them" 
also. 
"Filipina women are here not necessarily for love but to 
get out ofthe trap of poverty." 
There almost certainly are some Filipina-Aus-
tralian marriages that are not characterised by the 
sexual-politico bargaining chips of western male 
colonial power. Yet the consequences of modern 
colonialist actions and attitudes predominated Ma 
Elena's analysis ofthe position of Filipina women 
living in Australia. It was not different when media 
work in the Philippines was discussed. 
"/ think a third world situation is really incomparable 
to any first or second world situation." 
Western feminisms - French or otherwise could 
not apply here. 
Evidence of colonialism (old fashioned word, 
surely) in the Philippines? "During the negotiations on 
the US bases lastyear it was exposed that there was an aid 
memo that came from the US ambassador to the Filipino 
government stipulating that there should be 'a management 
of media' during the bases negotiations and that there 
should be limited press access to the negotiation talks." 
According to Ma Elena media in the Philippines 
has a long history of 'management'. When Ma 
Elena first qualified as a journalist in 1976 she did 
not practise conventional journalism for ten years. 
Those years were the final ten years of the Marcos 
regime in which Manila boasted only three major 
papers and all were controlled by Marcos and his 
cronies. Ma Elena says that she could not be sa-
tisfied with just being a hack writer, or writing 
down press releases that came from the Presiden-
tial office - "as a matter of principle I did not practise 
journalism (as) there was not really any chance toget into 
real journalism." Instead Ma Elena used her skills to 
write and agitate for Task Force Detainees - an 
organisation which monitors human rights viola-
tions in the Philippines and supports survivors, 
such as expolitical detainees such as Ma Elena 
herself. 
So has media of the conditions of production 
changed since the advent of Cory Aquino? Accor-
ding to Ma Elena, No. There is more media -both 
electronic and print media instruments, but ow-
nership has reverted to the few wealthy families 
who owned media pre-Marcos. In the interests of 
big business, the print media is open to a range of 
censorship measures. These range from Aquino's 
the Philippine military flood the print media with 
disinformation and misinformation. The Philip-
pine military have a well organised and high pro-
file PR machine which contributes to "most of our 
papers being flooded with stories coming from the military -
real stories are flooded out." Mechanisms of disinfor-
mation were used during the US bases negotia-
tions in 1988. 
Ma Elena claims that the flow of information is 
further distorted in the Philippines as media reaches 
only those who can afford it anyway. It's a western 
assumption that everyone gets to read a paper, 
hear the radio or watch TV. In the Philippines "you 
couldn V expect a poor peasant to buy a newspaper even once 
a week... rarely would you see a farmer who knows what is 
happening in the (whole) country - there are areas in the 
country where they don't even know that the government 
has changed hands." Ma Elena believes that this dis-
tortion is exacerbated by the colonialist attitudes 
of western countries to third world aid. First and 
second world notions of aid are basically econo-
mist - access to information is not typically seen as 
an aid priority. Yet "information or knowledge contri-
butes to the overall deveopment of a people, especially in a 
third world country like the Philippines." She argues 
that without adequate information most Filipinos 
are disempowered. There can be no forum for 
debate on major issues affecting the development 
of their country, let alone any unified thought or 
consensus when people have no access to medi-
ums of information such as the print media. 
According to Ma Elena the international com-
munity is even more ill informed about the Phi-
lippines. After Cory Aquino came to power in 
1986 "people said democracy has been restored to the 
Philippines - but not many people know that things have 
grown worse ...we still don't know what it is to be so-
vereign, what it is to be independent." 
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T he experience of complete poverty is something that very few of us ever come Into contact with. Semper received this article from JOHN BIRMINGHAM, who 
was hanging around the more destitute areas of Sydney. 
"lmetthisdealerwhenlwastwelve.lmovedin'tottiisplace,cos 
I didr)'t pay rent and this guy had plenty of stuff. Sometimes a . 
deal wouldn't come off, or we'd spend all his pension and I'd 
have to go out and work, but not often. Then I got pregnant and 
he died from an overdose about three months later. I had an 
abortion but I still got this habit costing five hundred a day so I 
had to go back to being a prostitute". - Hungry Jacks, Kings 
Cross, Fri midnight. 
This happened on a winter's night up the Cross. It was nothing 
special, the rain was down in a cold, oily film, working its way 
through three layers of clothes. All the squats were filling up and 
flooding out, and it was cold enough some nights to snap freeze the 
occasional derro. 1 sat on the step outside Woolworths. It's in the 
middle of things, not a bad place for sitting around, checking things 
out. A bit frantic sometimes, like when this girl got speared through a 
window then lurchel around with her head flapping open, blood 
pissing everyvyhere (I'm alright I'm alright just fucking leave me 
alonetl!) but it is back out of the rain, and the chances of getting 
rolled aren't too bad. 
It was early, but a few drunken fist fights had already flared up and 
died amongst the blacks at the railway stalion. The footpath thron-
ged with hookers and buskers, some Japanese tourists, bikers, 
businessmen, one or two sailors and roving packs of suburban 
deadshits. Still quiet though this hooker agreed with me, none of that 
speedy, kind of trippy moving sensation that comes later on. A 
coupleof stolen watchdealers and a lightening sketch expertset up 
nearby me. Next to them was a thin family man with wet hairand a fal 
blonde wife. She nursed an infant and sat on a wet hessian sack 
while he murdered Bob Dylan on a three string guitar, They had no 
shoes and he made just three dollars, one for each string. They had 
anotherchildwhocameoveronce.Butshe was crying so much that 
the man yelled at her and she took off again. I really needed some 
new cardboard to sit on myself, because the stuff I was using was 
wet, but to go looking for more would lose my seat, so I stayed in the 
pulpy mess until this girl staggered over. 
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She "was young, maybe thirteen or so, and soaked through to the 
skin. Violent chills swept over her every few seconds, but they had 
more to with heroin than the cold night. One dirty white slipper 
flapped off in the wet crap on the pavement and her torn g rey sports 
skirt and pink Minnie Mouse top weren't much use either. I moved 
over as she slid down beside me, holding her head and whimpering. 
Her legs were chubby and going blue from the cold. She was going 
blue all over, but mostly where the veins come close to the sur-
face. 
I wondered how long she'd sit there and what her trouble was 
when he came walking over. He looked a bit older, about fifteen I'd 
say,butinbettershape,Hisfacewascleanandhewore anew pair of 
boots with acid wash jeans and a good leather jacket. He was an 
unhappy pimp who crouched down and belted her, becoming un-
happier still as she tried to dodge the blows. 
"I'm getting jack of this, Helen! This is the third time this week. 
You're really giving me the shits you know". 
But shedidn't know, so he hit her again. He was only haif my size 
and I suppose I could have belted him one but what was the use of 
it? Helen was going to be back every night 'till she died. And who 
needs the attention? 
I stared past them to the road where the traffic moved slowly and 
the zoo tour went by again. Some entrepreneur was packing out 
mini-buses with public servants and drunken bank clerks and run-
ning them through the Gross to see howthe other half lives.They had 
balloons tied up inside and out, and confetti and streamers swirled 
around in the back. Sometimes too, a beer can flew out, and once a 
girl screeched with laughter and threw a bottle of cooler from a 
passing Tarago. I breathed steam over my fingers and said 'bitch' to 
myself, but it meant nothing to either of us. My focus came back in a 
rush as the pimp yelled again. 
"Comeon Helen",heshouted,digging into herarmsand shaking 
so hard it looked like her head couid jiggle right off. "You can't keep 
doing this can you?".. (shake shake)... "You gotta go back to work 
dontcha .."(shake) .."you can't fuckin sit'ere all night feelin'sorry for 
y'self can you?"... (slap!).. "You can't go home? You gotta to get out 
an earn a dollar eh? Gotta to go back to work? Eh?"... (Slap).. 'Ah 
come on wake up! I got to get back to work too you know"... (smack!). 
She could only go with the blows,and lift her head an inch orso to 
ask for another shot before a backhander whipped in and cut her 
off. 
"Look you can't have another. You've already had one tonight. 
You have another one an' you'll die wontcha, eh? You know that." 
"Wannanutha", she blubbered as the boy ground his teeth. He 
stood up and walked a few feet away before turning again with his 
hands on his hips. It looked like he was lining up to punt kick her out 
of the world. I shivered and leaned away from the girl as the wind 
picked up. The stolen watch dealers asked him to move out of their 
way. 
"Look are you goin" back?" he asked softly, doing a slow burn 
now. "You can't have another hit and you gotta go back to work". 
She bunched her fits in the shock of greasy brown hair which hid 
herface and whimpered some more. He waded in and hit her twice, 
hard enough to send her head into the glass with a couple of thuds. 
"You're not getting another fuckin shot Helen!" he yelled. "That's 
all there is to it. Now straighten out and get back to work or we're 
gonna have a fight. You don't wanna have another fight now, do you, 
Helen?" 
No. Helen just wanted another shot. I thought then that he might 
smash her clear through the window. But instead he knealt down to 
search in his bag until he came up with a packet of cashews. 
"Here.These are your favourites eh? Cashews?" he said, moving 
the hair out of her face and hopefully pushing some nuts between 
herlips."Eat up, Helen,They'regood for you. You likenutsdon'tcha 
mate?" 
But the nuts wouldn't slay in. They fell from her slack lips, un-
heeded as she moaned for a shot. The boy kept trying to push them 
back i n but she shook her head slowly and rocked from side to side. 
Finally she pushed her chin down onto her chest and the boy mut-
tered "shit", and threw the packet away. 
"Look", he signed heavily. "You're buggering up me schedule 
Helen, t gotta go see a bloke up the Wall in a minute and I still gotta 
do Michelle round the corner. So are you gonna go to work or 
what?" 
"Wannanuther..." 
He tapped her lightly with the back of a finger to drag her glazed 
eyeballs back onto him. 
"Listen, if you go to work now and come up the Wall in an hour or 
so we'll see about getting you another shot, eh? How's that sound?" 
It must have sounded okay because she looked up at him ior the 
first time that night. Then she gathered together whatever it takes for 
smacked up thirteen year olds to push themselves off the tiles, and 
back onto the footpath, to ask strange men to fuck them for mo-
ney. 
^how can I possibly protect you if you're not being threatened?' 

distant voices 
vvnire Australia was established as a jail. Ye. ui 
distant voices of these ancient prisoners' lives cre-
ates a respectable convict lineage in today's Austra-
lia - the modern state. The state that now incarce-
rates, that forgets, that dehumanises and brutalises 
the voices of today's prisoners. Voices drowned and 
distanced by walls, by electric wire, bygovemments, 
t)y apathy, by. media misrepresentation. Here are a 
tew words from these prisoners' lives, their distant 
"As my right as a prisoner, and the other female 
prisoners, I feel that something must be done 
about the assaults on female prisoners and the 
brutality and the stripping of female prisoners' 
clothes torn off them by male security officers, or 
any male officers. 
"Also that I personally feel that the female pri-
soners should be transferred out of G Division as ii 
is not fit for an animal, let alone human beings and 
if something isn't done soon to help all these fe-
male prisoners with the barbaric conditions and 
the whole inhumane treatment that Is taking place 
in C Division then if something isn't done soon 
then I fearforthe lives of some of us, and maybe all, 
as it has got to the stage now where the female 
prisoners just barely have any will in themselves to 
go on living and with the daily attempts of suicides 
they can't go on much longer in these barbaric 
conditions. Beatings, sirippings and the list goes 
on, and beig placed In their cells neariy 24 hours a 
day with absolutely nothing in the cells except a 
bed. I myself will not put up with this treatment 
much longer of getting bashed etc, and I will not sit 
back either for much longer and watch and listen 
to my fellow female inmates screaming from being 
beaten and all trying to commit suicide. 
"So now I feel It's come to the point that if 
people in the public will not help us and can sit 
back without any compassion for any of us; then I 
feel It's now time to tell you that if it means me 
taking my own life by hanging till I'm dead In pro-
test of this barbaric treatment and conditions and 
have my fellow inmates removed from tiiis noto-
rious Division then so be it, i will die. 
"Otherwise this G Division Is going to end up 
with amass suicide of a few or all female prisoners 
just like the Jika deaths, and no matter what crimes 
us female prisoners have committed, which is only 
robbing, and petty thefts and a couple of small 
drug addicts we still do not deserve this barbaric 
treatment that we are getting. 
"Also I add no matter what our crimes may be 
we are human beings, females at that and I can 
assure you we have more than paid our debts to 
society a thousand times over and we've done 
more than our time in Hell." 
R.Y. Dewan (Pcntridge Prison) 
In Victoria alone the number of women im-
prisoned has increased 446% in the last ten 
years. The four main areas of crime that these 
prisoners fall into are social security fraud, fine 
defaulting, prostitution, and 'doing' drugs. 
These are all crimes motivated by poverty, yet 
the steps these people have been forced to take 
merely to survive, have led to their imprison-
ment under these appalling conditions. 
"Pentridge is a permanent war zone, 24 hours 
a day, every day. Once, before the drugs came in 
(really began to come in) there was a clear boun-
dary. There was them and us. The screws and the 
prisoners. There were dogs (there have always 
been 'dogs') but you knew who they were. They 
weren't a problem. Now with the drugs and with 
crims working for screws and with continual 
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fighting over drugs and drug debts and drug 
money... no-one can afford to trust anyone. But 
it's not just drugs it's the way they form an 
economy, you know, a whole way of life, a cra-
ving that drags you from day to day... it stops 
you thinking that there's just nothing at all in 
here. Sometimes I think the only bond between 
people in here is the common desire to get 
stoned." 
A power and poverty edition of Semper would 
be nothing without talking about the worst life of 
poverty, that of life in jail. This is something that 
most of us know very little about, and in this 
article I hope that the words of prisoners will 
speak strongly enough to describe their condi-
tions. We rarely think about jails, and most of us 
believe that prisoners have done something 
bad enough to warrant the punishment of in-
carceration. But why are we so sure of this? I 
think mainly it's because thinking about prison 
conditions makes all of us feel guilty that we 
condone a system of such obvious inhumanity 
to other people, if the justification for incarce-
ration is to separate the 'dangerous' elements 
from the rest of society, this is no justification for 
the appallingly bad conditions in most jails. 
"We have gone far from the mind twisting, 
manipulating 20th century system to the 1 Sth cen-
tury degrading rat race called Hell. I am In a cell 10 
feet by 7 feet, so they say. Open toilet, the cell is 
bare, I eat my meals off the floor or on the bed. 
When we got here, everything was confiscated. 
The Senior Prison OfHcer Informs me that I will 
have to give them a few weeks to have all my gear 
approved. I haven't even got a table in the cell or a 
chair. We have plenty of hassles in here. The ten-
sion is high, but we won't be intimidated. 
"Firstly the age of H Division. It used to house 
bushrangers In the 1800's and for the eariier de-
cades of this century. It was intended to be used 
soley as a punishment block as prisoners were 
flogged on a regular basis in H Division (e.g. Bill 
O'Mealy). 
'The conditions were considered to be inhu-
mane in the 50s and 60s and declared a Human 
Zoo by the wardens and the Department in the 
80s. The Department, after consulting experts in 
the field, said that under no circumstances should 
a prisoner be held down in 'H' for more than 28 
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prisoners' lives 
days. 
"That was put into regulations as the conditions 
were that Inhumane that people tended to commit 
suicide if kept in H Division for long periods. So 
what in God's name possessed the Department to 
re-open such a division to be used to house long-
term prisoners given the history of H Division? 
"I myself wasa prisoner in H Division in the 70s 
and 80s when the Department could only hold 
people down in 'H ' for 28 days. I was also trans-
ferred to 'H' three weeks after the IMU (Integra-
ted Management Unit) concept started, 
"Basically there was no physical changes to the 
Division compared to when I was in 'H' before.,. I 
was in the Labour Yards and the only changes from 
1930 was the removal of the rocks and sledge-
hammer. Even today, these Labour Yards only have 
a bucket for a toilet, a dustbin (in some only) and a 
water tap - and that is If. 
"If it rains, you get wet. In winter, no matter how 
many clothes you wear, it is still cold; and In sum-
mer, there is only a small strip of sunlight. These 
are the conditions we have to live under." 
Prisons are also violent places. Except when 
a prisoner screams, the only people who hear 
are the prison officers who are doing the beating 
or the other prisoners who know that their own 
screaming dies unanswered behind the same 
walls: 
"When you go to the showers, it's just a long 
row of showers with no wall. Ifyou see blood in 
the gutter that runs along the showers you just 
turn off the tap, put a towel over your head and 
walk out. 
"You've seen nothing, you know nothing. 
This happens often, but if you're smart, you're 
safer to pretend you never seen it." 
Apart from the fact that prisons are a night-
mare of violence, prisons are all about bashings; 
physical, emotional, verbal and psychological 
abuse of the most extreme forms. They are pla-
ces/spaces in which punishment occurs as 
confinement and isolation - notorious in that 
they are declared unfit even for animals. Prisons 
are violent because they institutionalise ineaua-
lity 
And the people who find themselves in pri-
son have experienced inequality all their lives. 
The inequality of poverty, of no parents and no 
home. The inequality of a system that doesn't 
care for them, that ignores them, and places 
individual blame on them for their acts. Indi-
vidual blame that ignores the fact that it is the 
society that has forced them to steal, fraud or 
deal their way out of poverty. People in prison 
are people who know that homelessness, un-
employment, poverty, drug addiction and hi-
deous crimes against the person such as incest 
and rape expose the lie of democracy 
In a democracy every one is supposed to 
inherit a basic human right, the right to the equa-
lity of opportunity (!) Those who fall victim to this 
fundamental and decidedly anti-humanitarian 
lie are those most likely to experience social 
violence in its most extreme and barbaric form -
i.e. through the penintentiary system. Such vic-
tims are, simply proof of the State as terrorist. 
This terrorism is, in fact, the historical form ofthe 
state - today's prisoners having committed the 
same crime (that of poverty) as that of Austra-
lia's founding convict population. 
In fact, one can suggest at this point that 
Australia is and has always been about the in-
stitutionalisation of people as criminals rather 
than as citizens or 'free people'. Australia ori-
ginated as a colonial experiment in goal tech-
nique. As Robert Hughes has put it: "An un-
explored continent would become a jail. The 
space around it, the very air and sea, the whole 
transparent labyrinth of the South Pacific, 
would become a wall 14,000 miles thick." (The 
Fatal Shore. 1987, p. 1) 
And now there is talk of privitising prisons - a 
wonderful cop out for governments, if there is a 
riot, or too many suicides, or questions of cor-
ruption, the state can pass fhe buck, ftunn/ng a 
prison as a private enterprise wilt mean the pro-
fit motive takes control. There seems little hope 
of improved conditions if money is to be made 
from these institutions. But most notably pri-
vitisation will make the state and society - re-
sponsible for the generation of crime and its 
enforcement - totally unresponsible for the li-
ves of the people incarcerated once judgement 
is passed. This is surely an untenable situation. 
If this article has changed the way you think 
about prisons, then seeing the film "Ghosts of 
the Civil Dead" will totally shatter all your illu-
sions about life in jail. The prison system in Au-
stralia is brutal, inhumane and manifestly un-
just, but this injustice is bes't described by the 
prisoners themselves, the voices we never hear 
on the outside: 
"I was put in Wlnlaton about 10 years ago be-
cause I ran away from home when I was 15.1 got 
picked up by the cops in Shepparfon and had lo 
spend three nights alone in a cell that was full of 
cockroaches, had no contact with people except 
viith the two guys In the next cell through a water 
pipe. This was my only communication except with 
the cops when they brought me food. I was really 
freaked out and couldn't understand why I was 
locked up in the cell. I couldn't work out what I'd 
done wrong except for running away from home, 
and I didn't think that was so bad. I'd just gone to 
Shepparton to look for a job in the cannery, 
"The next week I was made a ward. We had to go 
all the way to Shepparton in the divy-van ... the 
Shepparton cops escorted me and two other 
young women from the cell block to the van with a 
gun which was unnecessary because we weren't 
dangerous or threatening. We were just three 
scared kids, and that made us more scared, 
"I spent two months In Winlaton. I was put into 
the top security section where you were watched 
all the lime. It had extra staff and it was known that 
the worst giris were put there. I didn't think of 
myself as a bad person. I had a bit of a mouth, but 
that's all. But then you're made to be bad because 
they say that you're bad. Who has the right fo 
decide if you're bad or good?... Now I can see that 
it wasn't bad to run awayfrom home because I had 
good reasons to, but then everyone was saying to 
me I was bad. 
"At the same time, the Board was saying to me at 
the assessment every week that I shouldn't be 
there, but fhey didn't do anything about it. I used 
to get really upset and cry and get headaches, and 
go to see the doctor a lot. Then they said I was just 
seeking attention. Even the doctor said I shouldn't 
be there. In the end it turned out I was pregnant 
but before that I knew something was happening 
fo me but I didn't understand it, whaf my father had 
done. What a freak out! It was very confusing and I 
kept asking myself what was I doing there? 
"I eventually went to a hostel and I would have 
been much better off if I'd gone there in the first 
place. The atmosphere at the hostel was entirely 
different. First you didn't have the frauma of being 
locked up. The staff didn't think you were bad like 
they did In Winlaton. Also in the hostel you were 
told how things ran and asked If you had any 
questions and people fried to talk to you. We used 
to sit down and work out rosters and other things 
with the staff ~ we could work out how we wanted 
to do things - but at Winlaton the staff decided 
everything and you had to do it. If a staff member 
didn't like you, you got the worst jobs. 
"In a place like Winlaton you just don't have a 
choice." 
This article was compiled by Jeff Cheverton. 
Our enormous thanks goes to the Prisons Edi-
tion of "Rabelais" the La Trobe University stu-
dent newspaper in Melbourne, from which nearly 
all of this information originated. 
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CLEANERS 
OF THE WORLD 
Sara Gowen reports from a very unusual conference 
that took place In 1988. The participants came 
from all over the worid. They were a group of wor-
kers who for the most part are virtually invisible 
exploited by multinationals in Britain and abroad. 
The people who clean our hospitals, airports and 
offices were at last getting organised. 
L ow pay, unsocial hours, hazardous working conditions, part-time, insecure employment and isolation are some of the conditions in 
which cleaners work. In 1987 an International 
Cleaners' Conference was held entitled 'Invisible 
Workers'. It emphasised the nature of cleaning 
work. The conference was a platform to make 
cleaners visible to other unions, workers and to 
each other. Delegates to the conference came 
from all over Europe, including many migrant wor-
kers from North Africa, the Middle East and Latin 
America. They shared their experience wUh black 
people and migrants working as cleaners in Britain. 
The conditions of cleaners change little from one 
country to another. Many work for the same com-
pany which operates in several countries. The clea-
ning industry, like many others, is gradually being 
dominated by a few, multi-national companies. 
Their influence is increasing as the privatisation of 
cleaning services in the public sector is growing 
throughout Europe. Many of the situations discus-
sed in this article were drawn from the conference 
delegates. 
Privatisation is in full swing in many ofthe public 
services, from health to transport and local go-
vornment. This often entails the cleaning ofa hos-
pital or government building being contracted out 
lo a company and workers no longer seen as "in 
house" employees. The contract cleaning industry 
gained a major foothold in the public sector in 
1967 when the government decided to contract 
out a third of Us cleaning. The process has con-
tinued and 84% of central government cleaning is 
now contracted out. Since 1983 cleaning in the 
NHS has to be put out to competitive tender and 
some 30% is privatised. The contract cleaning mar-
ket in Britain is dominated by two major mull-
nationals, Hawley and BET They hold 46% ofall 
civil service contracts and 65% of private contracts 
for refuse collection and street cleaning. 
Hospital cleaning is widely contracted out in 
Europe. In Belgium and Holland the target cleaning 
company, Vendex, has interests in OCS Hospital 
Services in Britain. OCS came under attack for sac-
king cleaners and reducing the standard ofthe ser-
vice at Addenbrookes Hospital, Cambridge. Parts 
of the hospital had to be closed temporarily be-
cause they were too dirty. A cleaner the USA spoke 
about Service Master, a US based company, which 
recently won the contract to clean Cuys Hospital in 
London. Service master already works in West Ger-
many and is known to be fiercely anti-union. 
Airport cleaners all over the wodd are fighting 
multi-national contractors for union recognition 
and better conditions. In Paris, Amsterdam, Ma-
drid, London and the USA ihere are frequent dis-
putes, particularly againsi HawleylPritchards, one 
of the world's biggest cleaning companies. 
Refuse collection is gradually being privatised in 
Britain. Despite resistance by workers new laws will 
force local authorities to contract out this service. 
In France, Compagnie Ceneraledes EauxandLyon-
naise des Eaux dominate refuse collection and 
other public services. CCDE recently acquired sha-
res in Lee Valley and North Surrey Water, com-
panies in Britain. 
For workers formerly employed directly by go-
vernment departments, councils or the health ser-
vice, privatisation has brought a worse deal. Their 
already low pay is cut, hours reduced and security 
of employment lost. A Turkish woman working in 
Belgium spokeoutaboulhersitualion,similarloso 
many. She used to work for a company with the 
contract to clean the European Parliament. When 
the contract went out to tender again the company 
gave a lower offer in'which the costs cut were in 
labour. Previously women had 20 offices to clean; 
now they had 120 in three hours. Ihe company 
employs supervisors who check on the cleaners 
and threaten them with the sack if they think the 
work is inadeuqate. Women wearing Muslim dress 
are excluded from the floor where managers work 
because they are not considered ^amorous 
enough. The health conditions are bad including 
no protective clothing and the use of very strong 
chemicals in toilets. There are 8-10 toilets to clean 
on each floor and the women are not allowed to 
use brushes! The speaker objected and was sacked. 
She told the Turkish women lo organise and refuse 
such working conditions. But the women are scar-
ed because of their immigration status and thejobs 
provide essential, if low, incomes for their fami-
lies. 
A hospital cleaner in speaking about working 
conditions in France reiterates the similarities 
across Europe and emphasises the control compa-
nies can wield over workers. When one contract 
runs out another company takes over and every-
thing - salary, conditions, relationships between 
workers - changes. The cleaner emphasised the 
health hazards they face. Accidents often happen 
because syringes are left in the rubbish bins. Vic-
torine, a cleanerfrom London's East end, caught TB 
and meningitis in the sterilisation unit ofthe local 
hospital where she worked, li took several years for 
her to gain industrial disease benefii. Accidents are 
common but in many cases the companies use 
unsafe cleaning fluids. A strike by cleaners em-
ployed by Westerveld in The Netherlands publi-
cised the use of dangerous cleaning fluids by the 
company. Companies in trying lo win contracts cut 
costs in health and safety as wellas labour, the main 
cost in cleaning. 
The lowest pay does nol necessarily correspond 
to efficiency. Cleaning is a vital skill and important 
to the runningof all offices, shops, hospitals. The 18 
month strike by women cleaners in Barking Hos-
pital proved this. The hospital, the first to be pri-
vatised, because unusable due to the piles ofdirly 
linen and dust. Susan Smith who was a shop stew-
ard al barking during the strike spoke aboul how 
the domestic workers al the hospital were priva-
tised. 'There was already a contractor, Pritchards, 
but the contract went out to lender again. Prit-
chards proposed a 41% cut. There was no allerna-
tive but to strike, ll stayed solid. No one went back 
to work and this was done without the help ofihe 
union. Many of the cleaners are still in contacl with 
each other and none of them work al Barking 
Hospital now. The dispute is finished but the so-
lidarity of women can be passed onto European 
comrades who seem fo be fighting more against 
privatisation.' 
The Barking Hospilal dispute gained more inter-
national than local trade union support. One ofthe 
subsidiaries of Pritchards at the tim e. Group Service 
Industries (sold to a Dutch multi-national in 1986), 
held the contract to clean Roissy Airport (Paris). 
Cleaning workers were on stake there and they 
collected donations and held demonstrations in 
support of the women in Barking. However the 
strike against privatisation failed despite interna-
tional support. As jo recalls: 'The biggest problem 
and downfall ofthe strike was that the unions did 
not want to officially support the strike-any longer. 
Women and other workers suffered arrests etc but 
they were not able to fight the companies, police 
and the duplicity ofthe unions, ll was a women's 
strike but trade union officials were men who were 
more concerned aboul their careers' 
Al the conference the Union of Tunisian Migrant 
Workers in France spoke in praise of the women 
frpm Barking and condemned the lack of trade 
union supporl. 'It is very importani to struggle for 
trade union rights and to struggle within the union. 
It would have been better if the Barking women 
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had the help of their union. The freedom of ex-
pression and the righl to be in a trade union is basic 
and most important ofall. We would like to show 
solidarity with the women al Barking even though 
the strike is over. We would like to discuss it with 
you.' 
Many cleaners arc non-unionised, ll has been 
estimated that only 10% of cleaners working in 
contract companies in Britain are unionised. Yet 
statistics show that cleaners in unions receive 15% 
more pay. Cleaners work unsocial hours, unseen 
by other workers. The majority of cleaners are wo-
men, usually black and migrant workers, factors 
which further increase their isolation and invisi-
bility. A Turkish woman spofce about working con-
ditions giving no chance for cleaners to get invol-
ved in unions: 'Women usually work very short 
hours in different workplaces. Many wome come 
from agrarian communities with little tradition of 
organising. Women who join unions have a bad 
reputation in their communities. Unions often do 
not help when women have problems. 
Fathiel) from the Association of Arab and Mi-
grant Women in Franch said their organisation is 
concerned with the employment and bureaucracy 
-problems of women, especialiy language aitticul-
ties. 'The majority of cleaners are women, often 
domestic workers in private homes and because 
they are illegal they are super-exploiled'. This poin l 
was reileraled yh a Filipino drama group who per-
formed a play aboul Filipino domestic workers in 
Britain. Tliey are part ofthe Commission for Filipino 
Migrant Workers and Kalayaan (Freedom). In the 
play they quoted the typical experiences of many 
Filipina women: "Upon my arrival, I found it hard 
to adjust to Iheir customs. I virtually became their 
prisoner with no freedom to go ouLas much as / did 
in the Phillippines. I was on the brink of depression 
in that country'. 'They weren't good people. They 
beal mc like a slave. Slic told mc lo sit on the floor 
when I talked lo Ihcm as I was onlya servant.' 
For many unionisation is not possible because 
they are moonlighting. Val, a young woman wor-
king iitcgally to supplement her benefit, spoke 
about companies super-exploiting workers in this 
situalion, one shared by migrant workers. In her 
workplace a woman was sacked because she 
brought her sick child inlo work with her. Tho 
casuaiisalion, continual changing of contract com-
panies and shifting workers around, moans thai 
tradilional trade union structures arc totally un-
suitable. 
Dcspilo ll)c problems ihal women and migrant 
workers (ace in organising, there is plenty of evi-
dence thai cleaners aro aclivo in trying to prevent 
privatisation and contracting out of cleaning JOIDS. 
In The Noihcrlands roconi plans by companies 
such as Phillips and Unilever to contract out ihcir 
cleaning work have ted to angry reactions from 
workers. The impending privatisation of cleaning 
work by tho Dutch Railway Company, tho Dutdi 
Postal Service and Iho Cily Council of Amsterdam, 
has also mot with such resistance. Al tho time of tho 
conference women cleaning for Amsterdam Cily 
Council had just started a strike againsi privatisa-
tion. 
The resistance to the isolation, low pay and poor 
working conditions is being fought in several ways. 
Sotedad Vargas Cil from Badajoz, co-operative 
esiablished in 1986: 'Los Candites do Badajoz Ltd 
Co'. The idea was conceived and put into practice 
in a workers' district called "Cerro de Reyes'. Rc-
zentty tho council in Badajoz has promised lo only 
employ the co-op in all ils buildings. 
Tho lack of trade union response to the situation 
of cleaners is also being challenged. In Holland the 
Housewives' Union is growing rapidly and inclu-
des many part-lime and homoworkers. tt has crea-
ted a platform for women in the trade union 
movemenl. tn Trinidad lito domestic workers have 
formed their own union with housewives. Tho Na-
tional Utiion of Domestic Employees campaigns 
on issues such as rape and sexuai harassment, 
which form part of women's working conditions. 
Those issues aro relevant lo all women workers aro 
part of the drama performed by Filipina women 
working in Britain. 
A workshop at tho conference, 'Women organi-
sing in trade unions', discussed mariy of these is-
sues. Ono delegate emphasised lliat it is not just 
pay and working conditions that aro tho problem. 
'There is a now Immigration Bill, Family Allowance 
may bo cul. What aro autonomous organisations 
tackling? It is not just a baltio about trade union 
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rights but also the division of labour. Latin Ame-
rican women are organising as a co-operative, ma-
king links between the workplace struggles and 
communily struggles. The answers are emerging 
from the communities.' 
It is estimated that 60-70% of cleaners in Europe 
are migrant workers. Issues of immigration, work 
permits, racism are importani. In a workshop led by 
the Latin American Workers'Association the exam-
ple of workers organising in Selfridges was used to 
illustrate the problems. Brengreen had the cleaning 
contract and employed mainly Latin American 
workers. After a longprocess lo convince people to 
join unions several gains were made. The wages 
were increased from £1.50 to £1.90 per hour 
(1982), holiday pay and grievance procedures 
were introduced. The latter being very important 
because many migrants are unauthorised workers 
who face arbitary sacking without pay. Tho nego-
tiations were carried out by the Latin American 
communily following the Transport and General 
Workers' Union issuing Latin American workers 
with union cards regardless of nationality sialus. 
95% of the cleaners at Selfidgos were unionised. 
Their activities spread to cultural celebrations and 
solidarity with other workers. However after two 
years tho company tried a divide and rule strategy 
by declaring they would employ no more Spanish 
speakers. The cleaning contract was renegotiated 
and Brengreen lost it lo Pritchards whose offer in-
cluded a wage cut and tho numbers of cleaners 
being reduced to 80 from 133. Tho union approa-
ched Pritchards but they aro anti-union and would 
not negotiate. Many ofthe rights of cleaners gained 
have now been losl. 
ley employs more than 2,000 in South Africa, BET 
more than 7,000. HawleylPritchards is notorious 
forilsbadtreatmentofmigrantworkers.lntheGulf 
the company keeps South Asian contract workers 
in overcrowded labour camps. 
Companies are multi-national bul trade union 
activity tends to be parochial. The workshop on 
international links called for a network to be es-
tablished where solidarity could spread across na-
tional boundaries. The possibilities were illustrated 
by the example of cleaners in the George Pom-
pidou Centre in Paris. They were joined on their 
picket line by a delegation of cleaners from Lon-
don's East End. When the delegation came to the 
Centre the management were worried because it 
saw (hat there was international as wellas national 
support. In the French union, CCT, a cleaners'sec-
tion has been set up. There is a workingparty which 
represents cleaners from different communities. A 
member emphasised that; 'often cleaners do nol 
have contact with olher workers because of their 
strange shifts. Trade union strugg/es must be in-
lernationalised.' 
Migrant workers can form an important inter-
national link. Thoy are part ofan international la-
bour market and in contact with members oftheir 
communities in othor countries. The alliance be-
tween large companies slicing up the market be-
tween them has not boon met by international 
trade union resistance. Privatisation is an important 
issue to inform people about as well as campaign 
against. In Britain and other parts of Europe, pri-
vatisation is in full swing but so is tho struggle to 
fight against the downgrading of skills and wages. 
The '.Jnion of Tunisian Migrant Workers have 
successfully organised strikes with their members. 
Yot Ihoir achievomonls have lodlo increase racism 
from French nationals and their unions. Many 
dolcgatos spoke aboul tho racism Ihcy faced from 
companies and trade unions. All black organisa-
tions aro illegal in France. There has to be a mini-
mum of ono whitclFrench member in the migrant 
workers' organisations. In a recent strike organised 
by CCT, Iho main Communist trade union, black 
members only were harassed by police. The issue 
of racism was raised in the 'Women organising in 
trade unions' workshop. An Asian woman from 
llarlosden spoke about tho lack of language faci-
titios in unions and how while men came (o token 
moelings. tn several European countnes the pri-
vatisation of services has led lo companies who 
only employ nationals winning contracts. Emilia 
Hernandez, working in Amsterdam, spoke aboul 
the hypocrisy of many city councils in Holland. 
Thoy have policies of positive action for migrants 
whilst at ihe same time privatising services which 
migrants work. 
The inlcrnalinal cleaning industry is dominaivd 
by few companies. All those companies make huge 
profits by employing migranl workers and women 
who aro nol in the best posilion to organise. Haw-
Privatisation is occurring in ail areas of tho public 
sector, usually by piocomoat changes which, when 
added logelher, aro dismantling the Welfare Slate. 
Tho issue is broad; concentrating on cleaners high-
lighls some of tho major points as woll as increasing 
Iho visibility of an importani soclor of tho work-
force. 
ll is not a sudden coincidence that ihc priva-
tisation of cleaning has nol received the trade 
union resistance it needs. Tho work is predomi-
nantly dono by women and it is only when women 
organise for Ihomsolvos, as in Trinidad and Hol-
land, that women's issues receive top priority. In 
ono workshop the question was asked as to how 
women can bo moiivaled ior romoiivaiod) iojoin a 
union. The answer forthcoming... 'Start a women's 
union.' 
Tho conference was a major achievcmenl which 
inspired many of the cleaners iK'cause of ihe si-
milarities tlial wore recognised in working con-
ditions, trade unions responses and ideas for ac-
tion. Tho firsl draft of an Inlornationai Cleaners' 
Charier was made hut perhaps more importantly 
tho contact has beon oslahlishod between cleaners 
across Europe. 
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1989: One year on from the savage reforms to the social security system and ten years since the Thatchef Government came to power, 
poverty throughout Great Britain has reached shame-
ful levels, while the Government continue to dis-
tribute billions of pounds and direct resources Into 
the hands of those who have and want more. Kathy 
Sutton reports. 
Since 1979 there has been an increase of 55% in 
the numbers of people living on or below the 
poverty line. Nearly a third of the population are 
now living in poverty or on its margins (calculated 
at 140% of the Supplementary Benefit level). 
Across the country, unemployed workers, single 
parent families (of whom 90% are women), fa-
milies with children, carers (13% of women care for 
sick and/or disabled relatives), people with dis-
abilities, young people, pensioners and many 
others are struggling to make ends meet in a low 
benefit, lowwage economy. Over 3,5 million chil-
dren are being brought up in poverty. 
And this poverty is not gender neutral - it is 
women who bear the brunt of it. 
• Inadequate services for caring for the elderly, 
the sick and the disabled, push women into the 
back breaking and time consuming work of com-
munity care, shifting women from waged to un-
waged work. One year on from the Griffiths report 
on Community Care, which recommended increa-
sed provision under the local authorities, women 
are still waiting for the Government to respond. 
• Scandalous provisions for childcare, the lowest 
in the European Community, means that women 
are forced to take on low waged part-time work in 
an effort to combine the double shift of home 
work and waged work. 
• Institutional discrimination puts women into 
low valued, low-tech or low-skilled jobs. Inade-
quate sex and race discrimination legislation 
which fails to tackle institutional discrimination 
and individualises equal opportunities, keeps 
women caught in the widest of poverty traps. One 
year on from formal proposals for limited improve-
ments in the equality legislation in this country by 
the Equal Opportunities Commission women are 
still waiting for a response from the Government. 
Slow to make improvements but quick off the 
mark to widen inequalities, the Government's stra-
tegy has been to push benefits down in order to 
force people into low waged jobs and to keep 
wages down. 
Today low pay is a major cause of poverty. 9.9 
million workers, as compared to 8 million in 1979, 
are now living on poverty wages, below the Coun-
cil of Europe's decency threshold of £148.53. The 
overwhelming majority of Britain's low waged wor-
kers are women - 6 million of them in total. Evi-
dence from the Wages Rights Office ofthe Low Pay 
Unit suggests that the-picture for many women is a 
harrowing one: homeworkers on rates of pay as 
low as 40 pence per hour, care assistants in private 
nursing homes earning little more than 80 pence 
per hour and hairdressers' earning 75 pence per 
hour.The Government's systematic attack on legal 
wages protection has included the abolition ofthe 
Fair Wages Resolution incorporated into Govern-
ment contracts, the right of workers to seek the 
"going rate" for a job at an Industrial Tribunal, and 
the radical reduction of the powers of the Wages 
Council in 1986, which set minimum wages, term 
and conditions in some of Britain's lowest paying 
industries such as hairdressing, clothing manufac-
turing, hotel and catering, and the retail industry. 
Although the minimum wages set by the Wages 
Council are hideously low, they have offered some 
protection against the worst exploitation. The la-
test Government attack is a proprosal to abolish 
Wages Councils altogether, leaving Britain alone 
in the European Community, as not having a sys-
tem of minimum wages. Ofthe 2.5 million workers 
covered by the Wages Councils four fifths of these 
are women. 
Low wages bring with them poor working con-
ditions and lack of basic employment rights. Many 
women are finding their employers unilaterally 
cutting their holiday entitlement and their wages, 
with little realistic chance of fighting back, parti-
culariy in non-unionised firms, where theirrights to 
protection against unfairdismissal have been dras-
tically reduced. Migrant workers, and an ever in-
creasing number of workers without legal status, 
because of stringent immigration laws, are held at 
the mercy of employers in their desperate struggle 
to sun'ive in an environment that encourages slave 
labour in all but name. And now, the Government 
intends to weaken yet further people's working 
conditions. The current Employment Bill going 
through pariiament removes wide areas of protec-
tive legislation for young workers and women wor-
kers, removes from many the right to have written 
reasons for dismissal and written disciplinary pro-
cedures, and introduces a £150 deposit at Indus-
trial Tribunals which will act as a barrier against 
justice and be detrimental to the low waged. 
In slashing the benefits system by attacking uni-
versal benefits such as Child Benefit, and by in-
creasing reliance on meaner means tested bene-
fits, the Govemment has chosen to ignore the hid-
den welfare state of tax reliefs that benefit the 
better off. One year on from the benefit changes, 
cutsinlncomeSupportand Housing Benefits have 
had devastating effects on thousands of people. 
Women are no longer able to deduct childcare 
expenses and travel to work for Income Support 
purposes, making part-time work impossible for 
many. They have lost their right to claim single 
payments for baby items. Women with disabilities 
have lost a wide range of additional payments that 
they could claim on supplementary benefit. Wo-
men on Income Support must now apply to the 
discretionary Social Fund for loans for essential 
household items, thus forcing them into debt they 
can ill afford; over a quarter of Income Support 
claimants are living with debt for essential items 
such as fuel and housing. 
Contributory benefits, such as Unemployment 
Benefit, are now more difficult to claim with the 
introduction of recent work tests. 2.6 million wor-
kers, the overwhelming majority of whom are wo-
men, do not earn enough to claim such benefits, as 
employers keep wagesdown to remove theirliabi-
lity to pay National Insurance Contributions. 
The 'jewel in the crown' of the Government's 
reforms is Family Credit, the benefit which sub-
sidies low wages paid to workers who have fami-
lies, and are working at least 24 hours a week. The 
Government argues that this benefit targets finan-
cial aid more effectivelythan Child Benefit. How-
ever, it has proved remarkably unsuccessful, with 
only one half of people taking up their rights to it. 
People often do not claim because they are not 
aware that the benefit exists or that they are en-
titled to it, but also because of the stigma attached 
to such benefits. Moreover such benefits put peo-
ple in a poverty trap, since for every pound they 
earn overthe minimum, poverty level wage they 
are permitted to earn in order to qualify for Family 
Credit, they lose a corresponding 96p per pound 
from their benefit payments. 
The current Social Security Bill going through 
Padiament will impose even tighter tests on peoj 
pie signing on to get unemployment benefit or 
Income Support. In future, claimants will have to 
show that they are not only available for work, but 
are actively seeking work, and the work for which 
they are available will no longer need to be suitable. 
Low wages will not be accepted as a legitimate 
reason for rejecting work. This change will force yet 
more people into work with poor pay and poor 
conditions. 
One year on from a champagne budget for the 
rich who were given billions of pounds in tax cuts, 
the poor in this country are facing an incrased 
burden of taxation, taking into account National 
Insurance Contriburions and Income Tax. In Scot-
land this year and next year in the rest ofthe coun-
try, the Poll Tax will be introduced, entirely un-
related to people's ability to pay. It will fall most 
heavily on poor sections of the community. It is 
entirely consistent with the Government's philo-
sophy of reducing public expenditure and shifting 
the tax burden from the rich to the poor. As col-
lective provision in education, housing and the 
national health is weakened and local authorities 
are stripped of their powers and their services pri-
vatised, we will have to increasingly rely on an 
impoverished public sector. 
As povertyincreases, the Government attempts 
to cover up. The manipulation of the unemploy-
ment figures, the withdrawal of statistics on low 
income families, the restrictions placed on local 
authorities to refrain from political publicity, and 
the current proposals included in the Local Go-
vernment and Housing Bill which will restrict thou-
sands of local authority officers from engaging in 
'political activity', are all witness to the Govern-
ment's attempt to disguise the problem and to 
stem opposition. On the streets, however, the evi-
dence of the Government's policies spill out with 
an ever increasing number of people homeless. 
Occasionally the media will pull back the curtain 
to reveal the desperate plight of people living in 
overcrowded bed and breakfast accommodation 
and crumbling tower blocks, the depth of rural 
poverty or the plight of the low paid. But an every-
day existence for millions of people is not the stuff 
of media sensationalism. Poverty has become, 
however, the norm for millions of women in this 
countryand it is not only about lack of income, but 
also, about lack of resources, inadequate services, 
lack of political power and the inability to parti-
cipate fully within the community. 
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REGISTER NOW 
IT'S JUST ONE DAY 
To: FREEPOST328 Ijt 
Brian Lolfler - Community Aid Abroad ,. r. 
22 Renaissance Arcade, ADELAIDE 5000 '-; 
V o d ' ^ ^ ^°^^ Agcdnst Want. I pledge my day's payl 
i cra . on 16/10/89 to Community Aid Abroad, ;'; 
I estimate that my gross day's pay is $ |V 
(Simply divide your annual gross salary by 260, or lor o^ f-; 
easy estimate multiply the number oi Uiousands by 4.) '•"' 
Either: DI enclose my cheque or money order 
Or: D Please debit $ from my 
n Bankcard D Visa D Mastercard 
CardNo.f ][ ][ ' ][ 
Signature Expiry J-
Sorry, I can't pledge a day's pay. but I enclose my 
Work Against Want donation of D $50 D Other $ _ 
Surname 
First Name. 
Address 
.Ms/Mr/Mrs/Dr etc 
Phone (business), 
Profession 
_Postcode. 
_(home) 
D Please send me details of AWARE. CAAs monthly 
projects scheme. 
n Please contact me about joining a local CAA Group. 
U you jxeter you can phone your registration now on 
(008) 038 133. 
A d r NOW - THE NEED IS URGENT 
The real value of your donation. 
• $2CX)providesapackolseedsandtoolsinMozambique. 
• $ 520 provides a year's salary lor a village level motivator 
to help eilmlnaf e fhe scourge of bonded labour in India. 
Communitv Aid Abroad, 
T H E N E W ^ 
5CH0NELL 
COMPLEX 
|lt||:lgli=iaaii33 
ITHU-WED5 
i DISTANT VOICES 
Thu, Fri. Mon. Tue 7PM; Sat BPM 
BOYFRIENDS & GIRLFRIENDS 
ThU'Wed 7.30; Sat-Sun 3.30 
GHOSTS OF CIVIL DEAD 
Thu-Sat9.30; 
PASCALI'S ISLAND 
Sal-Wed 9.15 
1 1 O C T LITTLE DORRITl 
Thu 8.30; Sat-Sun 1 PM; Mon 8.30 
LITTLE DORRITf I 
Fri 8.30; Sat-Sun 4.30; Tue 8.30 
MAJOR LEAGUE 
Sat-Sun 1.30 only 
TWIN 
CINEMAS 
SUGAR BABY 
Sat-Sun 5.30. Wed 9PM 
TALE OF RUBY ROSE 
Finallv Wed 7PM 
pOWNSTAIRS ART GALLERY 
I COFFEE 
LOUNGE 
UNPREDICTABLE, EROTIC AND HILARIOUS 
The firsl part of Percy Aldon's 'Marianne Trilogy' final!/ is here. It is; 
sweet tempered neon lil fable about a woman satisfying all her sensesi 
Marianne develops an obsessive yen for a blond subway atlendanj 
and leaves no subway (imelable unfurled until she snares him. Here is 
Sex free of tortue, frenzy and excess. It is a bitter-sweet treat with 
humane sense ol comedy.This is sure to become another cult hit, jus| 
lil^ e Bagdad Cafe. (1.^ 6) 
THU 28 SEP UNTIL WED 11 OCT 
FUNNY, MOVING, AN ABSOLUTE CHARMER 
This isthe best ol Eric Rohmer's 'Comedies and Proverbs' series. Madel 
wilh his usual characteristic care and attenfion to dctafi, it is an ^ ' f e c ! - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
ionate comedy of love and mismatched desire, with queslions of ' ' (^~^^F^4^P«^|k ! V, 
elity, betrayal, delusion and deceit lying at the film's fieart.The miracu-B^ ' M ^ P H I \ ^• 
lously naturalistic performances of Rohmer's young cast give rise tol 
the subtlest of psychological and moral ironies with words glancesl 
and gestures conveying a myriad of often hilariousemolionalnuances.r 
EXCLUSIVE SEASON 5-2d OCT. it.43}\_ 
^ ^ ^ ^ **> 
A MASTERFUL... INGENIOUS... EPIC 
Told in two parts at three hours each. Critics were unanimous in I 
claiming that the time flew by. Part one is the story of Arthur Clennam 
(Derek Jacobi) brought low by helping Dorril's lamily; part two tells Ihe 
same story but through the eyes of Litlle Dorrit (Sarah Pickering)] 
hersell. Al I Dickensian lile is Ihere lovingly detailed with a superb cast-
Alec Guinness, Joan Greenwood, Cyril Cusack. Superbly directed by ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H v. <V 
Christine Edzard. A special price if you see both parts together. 
EXTENDED SEASON 5-22 OCT. 
A REMARKABLE COLLECTION 
Allen, Scorses and Coppola - three lilmmakers known both for makingl 
some of Ihe greatest American movies of the past two decades and fori 
Iheir passion for N.Y. City - combine forces lo create Ihis episodic! 
tribute. Woody ^ Wen stars in his comedy about a lawyer suffering (romi 
severe mother problems; Coppola's segment is about a band oil 
extremely rich kids in (\^ anhattan; and Scorsese's conthbulion starsj 
N ick N olte and Rosanna Arquette in a story about an artist's romance.f 
THU-SAT 5-7 OCT 0.30; WED 11 9PM (2.03)| 
FROM THE STAR & D I R E a O R OF 
BAGDAD CAFE 
SUGffiMBY 
fVtARlANNE SAGERBRECHT 
"Funny moving ERIC ROHI^ER'S 
,uHo,.n,.„.u BOYFRIENDS 
-•"Cfej GIRLFRIENDS 
N . Y . l l M t d FRENCH (ENGLISH SUBTITLES) 
CHARLES DICKENS' 
Little Dorrit 
ASTORYTOI.DINTVVOFILIvlS / ^ 
'^ ^^  J i ? ^ 
HDODy OtD!Pl5 
1 
iVIAlMli NEW YORK T 
™ STORIES^ T 
WARM, SENSITIVE AND FUNNY 
II looks af three dislinct phases in Ihe life of a Jewish hi.Y. drag queen | 
with a heart of gold.The firsl is his unsuccessful relationship wilh Ed.I 
(Brian Kerwin) a bisexual. The second with Alan (fvlatlhew Broderick) a I 
handsome young model. The third is centred around Arnold forcing his I 
mother (Anne Bancrolt) lo come to terms with the way he has chosen to I 
live his life. Written by Han/ey Fiorstein aboul his own life. He plays I 
Arnold. The play enjoyed enormous success in the early SO's, (2hrs)| 
EXTENDED SEASON 12-31 OCT. 
A COMPELLING TRUE STORY 
A deeply moving slory about the Archbishop of El Salvador, and his 
transformalion from an apolitical, complacent priest to a committed 
leader of Ihe Salvadorian people before his assassination in 1980. It 
has the potential to become one of Ihe mosl politically influential lilms 
of Ihe 1980s, lis sirenglh and appeal lies in its ability to present a I 
complex political situation in a very personal, dramatic manner which I 
emphasises one person's beliel that he can make a difference. (1.34) 
THU-WED 12-18 OCT. 
STARTLING AND POWERFUL 
The lilm is set entirely within Ihe confines ol a modern maximum 
security prison, painted playschool colours and resembling a super-
market, (t goes a long way beyond traditional themes of good and evil 
and draws a frightening allegorical portrait of the nature and organ-
isation of modern society 11 is highly controversial. But perhaps ils 
most disturbing aspect is Ihal i! is entirely based on fact. II is very 
intense intelligent and has real cinematic power. (1.30) 
THU-WED 12-18 OCT 0.45PM 
THE ULTIMATE IN RELATIONSHIPS! 
The initial pari ol the film recounts a series of chance meetings every 
five years between the hopelessly mismatched duo of Sally (Meg Ryan) 
and Harry (Billy Crystal). They then decide to become friendsl The 
central issue in this very willy and charmingliJm is canman and woman 
be friends without a sexual relationship?? Crystal and Ryan give won-
derfully subtle and sensitive performances. This film is a gem - it has 
one of Ihe funniest scenes you are ever likely to see on the screen. 
(1.34) 
EXTENDED SEASON FROM THU 10 OCT 
* , ' ^ 
'^-^t 
\ : • * > • • 
>i 
MATTHEW BRODERICK 
HARVEY FIERSTEIN 
ANNE 
BANCROFT 
TORCH SONG M m 
Ra.sed on ttie Award-Winning Play @ 
RAOUL lULIA is 
ROMERO. 
AFILMBYjOHNDUIGAN 
k^4 
NOMINATED FOR MUSIC BY NICK CAVE 
LGHOSTS 9 A.F.1 jAWARDS Inc ( B E S T FILM & 
ACTOR <^.0F THE CIVIL DEAD 
Can two friends sleep together 
and still love each othenn die morning? 
^/Iipd Bm(HS(rAl,MEGRffl 
T H U - M O N 1 2 - 1 
7.30 TORCH SONG 
BPM Romero 
9.30 Boy/Girlfriends 
9.45 GHOSTS OF C D 
6 O C T S A T - S U N 1 4 - 1 5 M A T 
1 PM Little Dorrit I 
T U E - W E D 1 7 - 1 8 O C T 
7PM Romero 
7.30 TORCH SONG 
8.30 Little Dorrit I 
9.45 GHOSTS OF C D . 
1.15 Romero 
3.15 TORCH SONG 
4.30 Little Dorrit li 
5.30 BOY/GIRLFRIENDS 
Achllllnxcomwiyabout 
murdtr, Innddliy 
ind rroTOniMit. 
THU-TUE 19-24 OCT 
7.30 HARRY & SALLY 
SPM Boy/Glrlfriends 
9.15 TORCH SONG T 
9.45 Out Cold 
UNPY 
QUAtD From th« director 
or 'A Privttfl 
1 )^ Funcllon.' 
SAT-SUN 21-22 OCT 
IPM Little Dorrit I 
1.30 ROMERO 
3,15 HARRY & SALLY 
4.30 Uttle Dorrit il 
5PM TORCH SONG T 
WED 25 OCT 
5PM Uttle Dorrit I 
8.30 Little Dorrit il 
SALAAM BOMBAY! 
mrP?J Rdih lno^ ^""^ ' ""^^' '^^ '" India, believe il or not, bu( it is very 
rare in Bnsbane for any cinema to screen movies produced in this 
country. "Salaam Bombay!" is such a film, and is interesung lo see 
'sllck^elf f^Ji ° : ' ^ - ^ P - - » ^ ^ ' - Of a large, o v e r c r o v . d e d . S 
The film traces Ihe story of Krishna, a 10-year-old boy from the 
country who finds himself homeless from the circus and forced to 
move to Bombay, where he works as a tea carrier through the crow-
ded streets of the red light district. At Brothel 109 the prostitute 
Rekha and her lonely daughter f^auju befriend him Krishna de-
velops a crush on an unwilling prostitute "sweet sixteen" and gives 
Baba.adrugdealing pimp with bedroom eyes, a wide berth Krishna 
develops an almost brotherly relationship wilh the doomed Chilium 
an addict not much older than himself. 
Sothisrnoviedescribesthepovertyofhomelessstreetchildrenin 
Bombay who are forced to toughen themselves to the reality of their 
lives - drug dealing, pimping and murder - at very young ages. 
Director, Mira Nair, had many difficulties shooting this film She 
was committed to, and criticised for shooting synchronous sound 
entirely on location in the city's railway stations, brotheis and brown-
sugar dens. Another innovation in the production of the film was 
casting - apart from a handful of professionals, Nair's actors were 
street kids, whose own fives parallel those portrayed on screen. 
This film certainly offers no solution to the problem of homeless 
youth in Bombay (apart from (he fact that all proceeds from (he 
Indian premiere went to a homeless youth trust) but it certainly 
opens the eyes of a western audience to the poverty existing in 
overpopulated, underfed third world nations. 
JEFFCHEVERTON 
"SAI^UM BOM BAY" OPENS AT THE SCHONEU ON 14 
DECEMBER. 
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HIGH HOPES 
This is a film about a couple in their mid thirties in 
London, Shirleyand Cyril, with an ageing mother 
the sole survivor of a recently yuppified public 
housing street, a very upwardly mobile sister with 
an arsehole husband, two incredibly pretentious 
professional neighbours, a young socialist activist 
and a few pet cactii. 
Quite a mish mash which results in a very funny 
film that also comments on the poweriessness and 
lack of hope that many people feel or experience 
in Thatcher's Britain. 
The film humourously presents in its characters 
the various reactions, ambitions and hopes of peo-
ple living in decaying London. A mocker^' is made 
ofthe pretentious professior^als living next doorto 
the ageing mother, wallowing in their middle class 
affluence, completely ignorant and uncaring to-
wards the poverty of the less privileged yet em-
barassingly present lower classes. Even more pa-
thetic is Cyril's sister, desperately seeking bourgeois 
acceptance, whose higli hopes inevitably end in 
catastrophe. 
In the character of the bright eyed, idealistic 
socialist, no solution is offered from the stagnation 
of industrial oppression. Her vision of the future 
lacks depth and never seems to transcend anything 
but Marxist slogans and Utopian talk. And finally 
the central couple, who seem to have given up 
completely any hope of change, resigning them-
selves to each other, arguments about babies and 
dope smoking in their small London flat. 
Although 'Despair' might have been a more 
suitable title for this film in reflecting the atti-
tudes of its characters, the dr>' wit of Shirley and 
Cyril, the pathetic inappropriateness of Cryil's sis-
ter and the exaggerated foppishness of the yup-
pies, produces a very funny film well worth see-
ing. 
JEFF CHEVERTON 
"HIGH HOPES" OPENS AT THE SCHONELL 
ON 21 DECEMBER. 
THE FRUIT MACHINE 
A film about iwo 'youths' on the run, escaping a stoic 
cutless wielding killer, who find themselves in a sea-
side English town with a fading opera singer and be-
come involved in a "save tlie dolphins" campaign. Yes, 
the plot is a bit like a boys own advcHttirc, hut with 
quite a bit of mystic fantasy thrown in - occasionally 
the dolphins turn into people. 
Perhaps the only interesting aspect ofthe film is that 
the two boys arc both gay. The initial stages of the 
movie present tlie difHculiies and oppression expe-
rienced by working class gaymen within their families, 
but this tiieme is not central. The nightclub scene is 
rather an over the top drag/masquerade afliiir with an 
all too long and embarassing strip dance. 
' Yes, you guessed it, I didn't think very much ofthis 
movie - bascially its pretty humanistic, emotional, 
smulchystufTwith litdecomm<!nt on sexuality, but lots 
to say about the plight ofentrapped dolphins. If you're 
young, male and gay then it's quite nice to see, but 
otherwise, you probably won't miss much ifyou miss 
"The Fruit Machine". 
JEFF CHEVERTON 
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BABY FORD-"CHiLDREN OPTHL 
REVOLUTION" 
RHYTHM KING 12' 
As far as cover versions go. Ibis rales a 8.5 (on a scale 
of Kylie to 10). Nol a track for the service station 
groupie, rather it caters for a club market. Ils ad-
dictive slyle and format hint of things to come from 
overseas. Ifyou can relate lo a combination ofT-
Rex lyric and the progressive new beat, don'l go 
past this track. If you can get your hands on the 
import remix, even better, because it has a lot more 
added. I guess we should be thankful that the track 
gol this far. As is usual, the local companies seem to 
have pressed their records without due conside-
ration. They have a fucked altitude problem with 
regards to the overseas market, whal with less than 
50% of material being locally released! No wonder 
Australia is so far behind, and no wonder we have 
lo rely on forking out ludicrous $$$ for import 
material... Now that I've got that out the way, I can 
say that Baby Ford bas done well here. He has done 
no injustice to Marc Bolan and may perhaps even 
resurrect a new following lo his olher material. T~ 
Rex in their day were appreciably different from 
their competition and opened new doors in music. 
Similarly, with this blast from the past, Baby Ford is 
doing just tbe same. Keep il up guys. Nuff said. 
MALCOLMMcLAREN-"WALTZ DARLING/DEEP 
iN VCGUF" 
LTIC 12" 
Where do I start? Malcolm McLaren has a habit of 
starting or al least emphasizing social trends. His 
work with the Sex Pistols made an obvious impact 
on the Punk scene, his "Buffalo Girls" gave most of 
us the first sniff of the US rap dance genre and 
"Madame Butterfly"also made us sil up and listen. 
Now he returns to ihe mainstream bringing with 
him what will no doubl become the next annoy-
ingty widespread 'thang' - Vogueing. Whal is Vo-
gueing? Good question. Try looking like every man-
nequin in a Myers store in the space ofa few minu-
tes. This is supposed to be done in some trendy 
expensive gear, hence the Vogue bit. Wierdo dance 
styles aside, these are really groovy tracks which are 
different from the multitude of vinyl victims avai-
lable al the moment. The lyrics on both sides are 
bonus and complement McLaren's opulent Deep 
HouselFunk production. Explore it before it dies. 
Sf (i£ (&(r S^(f ILW (M" ^ ,fr £hfr ^(r 
^f &((" t^fr"/^.{f" (ii(r M 
§.(rfi/f(Bf 0M . _ ^ 
7M5t YOU 5U66ESTIN6 M T "niE RESPONSIEIUTY 
FOR. i^ lEQU^LITy UES WITH NATURE ?"ASIi!ED JAME. 
"WEU-.'REPUEP UNOZWIUJE' IF WE WERE 
ALL MEANT TO 6E EQUAL WE'P ALL HAVE 
6£EN BORN WH ITE, MALE ANP HETERDSEyUAU 
WOVLP'NT WE." 
m 
t ' )uNG MC's - "iSUST A MOVE" 
DelidoH^ Viny! l?" 
Uke It? I love it! Tbe besl Hip-Hop around at the 
moment. These guys serve under the same banner 
as Tone Loc, so I can see thai this track mighl go 
somewhere (ifthe Light & Easy station idiots cul the 
crap and give it sorpe airplay). The lyric sector of this 
funny. The track is punctuated by wicked sample 
which only heightens its addictivenes. American 
RaplHip Hop is finlly getting what il deserves, re-
cognition. Ivfind you, it took the likes of Tones Loc, 
Public Enemy, 2 Uve Crew, Eric B & Rakim and 
others lo do it. Il's a good sign when the ever-
popular top 40 has a wide range of music scenes 
being catered for. All too often you are presented 
wilh a sweet selection of Stock Aitken & Moose-
twit, m-e-l-a-land Aussie rock & roll sheep dip. Yo! 
Loosen up & check out what's new! 
V"PV MONDAYS -"WROTE FOR LUCK" 
CBS/Factory 12" 
"/ don'l read, I just guess!" This track has been 
around for about a month or three, for which little 
has been said about il. This is a shame because the 
Happy Mondays have gol a lot lo offer for the 
discerning allernative. The group hail from Man-
chester in England and have gained for themselves 
somewhat ofa reputation for being a bit overboard. 
Representing Factory Records, as do New Order 
(nee: joy Division), A Certain Ratio etc., you gain 
some idea ofthe company they keep and the in-
fluences they hold. This really is quite different and 
requires some gelling used id, but il grows on you. 
Once your eyes adjust to the record cover you find 
inside a 12" with a coice of three different mixes of 
the track. I have a preference for the firsl mix be-
cause it has a markedly pure bassline wilh some 
distantly reverbed guitar which gives the track ra-
ther a heartbeat-type feel lo it. These guys are ha-
vinga good time, and have made a great track too. If 
you Uke it, check out the aptly named album "Bum-
med" with the really gross cover and don'l say I 
didn'i warn you! 
All these things written by Dennis Remmer 
AND ME WE BOTH KNO SOMETHINGS WRONG • WHEN YOU GET YOUR CHEQUE YOU KNOW 
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GHOSTS OF THE CIVIL 
DEAD 
This is a difficult film to review. I could 
get all cutesy and say it was just really 
amazing, like, wow, like I was just so 
scared and there were all these really 
gruesome .scenes where people sma-
shed heads into toilet bowls and stuff 
and like ... died! 
Bul that's all a bit done. 
Perhaps .something inore .serious and 
frightening ... see ghosts of die civil 
dead. The dead that live in cages. Fru-
strated. Anarachic. Angry; and veiy, 
very dangerous. This film is shocking. 
This film is disturbing, this film is like 
no other you've ever seen ... 
Ho, hum, how dull. 
To wax ideological I cotdd say some-
thing incredibly incisive or iconoclastic: 
This film will change your life. The exis-
tence of the men, living in total isola-
tion from the outside world, is a searing 
indictment on the current penal system 
and raises serious polilical questions 
about the 'corrective' nature of our pri-
sons and the increasing need to totally 
rethink our attitude to crime and its 
punishment. 
Maybe if I'd thrown in something 
about Foucauli? 
1 give up. "Ghosts ofthe Civil Dead" 
is a confronting film, that shocks first 
and creates quesuons later. The film is 
shot in a documentaiy style and to deny 
its reflection on the reality of prison life 
would be naive. It received a lot of hype 
in southern states in June when ii was 
first released, but it is certainly an 
interesting new Australian film, well 
word) viewing. 
JEFF CHEVERTON 
"GHOSTS OFTHE CIVIL DEAD" 
OPENS AT THE SCHONELL ON 5 
OCTOBER. 
m^ 
DISTANT VOICES, 
STILL LIVES 
Winner of the international critics' best 
film prize in Cannes 1988, Terrence Da> 
vies' brilliant portrayal of a working class 
family in Liverpool during the 40's and SO's 
is one of the best British films I've seen in 
years. It is beautifully and poignantly fil-
med, with an exceptional soundtrack of ori-
ginal music from the era. The selection of 
thirties and forties songs and the style of 
cinematography produces a rich atmosphere 
in the film of what life was Uke for poor 
families during this period. 
This is a film about a family. Or more 
precisely, a film about a woman and her 
three children who battle with love and sor-
row amidst an atmosphere of fear and in-
timidation produced by a viscious, bruta-
lised father. Against the background of 
their sparse, suof use tenement house, and 
intricate, understated yet powerful net-
TORCHSONC TRILOGY 
This is a ver>'ftjnny film, and certainly a big boost for 
the old ego of Harvy Fierstein who wrote, acted, 
directed and edited the whole thing - as well as 
starring in the original broadway production. 
But besides being quite comic, the film dis-
cusses a number of homosexual and bisexual 
themes. The entire film isa portrayal ofthe fun and 
difficulty of a male gay lifestyle. Firestein plays a 
caustic drag queen whose mother has never un-
derstood or accepted his sexuality, and in some 
ways, part of his life can be seen as how he comes 
to terms with his mother's rejoclion. 
There aro also the problems of his first lover in 
the film, a bisexual man who is never completely 
comfortable with either of his sexual choices. 
But this film seems to represent a gay rela-
tionship as being very similar lo a heterosexual 
one, in terms of its development and outlook. 
Fireslein's character falls in love, they move in 
together, they have a monogamous relationship, 
and even go so far towards the heterosexual 
model as to decide to adopt children, etc, etc. 
There is no reflection on their privilege in being 
middle class or economically independent, and 
no recognition or discussion of lesbians within gay 
culture. 
In the ond, the film comes down to an emo-
tional exchange between the mother - trying to 
rationalise her prejudice and defensiveness - and 
her son, attempting to explain his life but never 
being listened to. 
All in all this movie doesn't pull any new 
punches aboul sexuality, and says nothing about 
the impact of AIDS on the gay community or 
anything about the lesbian and gay political strug-
gle. It's all reduced to individual differences and 
middle-class concerns. But "Torchsong Trilogy" is 
certainly a very am using and entertaining movie-a 
good film to see for people just coming to terms 
with the idea of homosexuality or sexual choice. 
JEFF CHEVERTON 
"TORCHSONGTRILOGY" OPENS ATTHE 
SCHONELL ON 17 OCTOBER 
work of intense emotions and varying loyal-
ties is described within the characters' re-
lations. The film reflects the tension, un-
certainty and desperation of these hard times 
through the family's personal history, but 
in never melodramatic or cheaply soppy. 
It is a story of a mother's enormous emo-
tional strength, that incredible tenacity of 
working class women from this era to stay 
with their family and provide stability, de-
spite the stark conditions and continual 
abuse from their husbands. The struggle of 
the three children to attain love, trust, self 
worth and pleasure, produces a film of 
harsh reality, yet subtie sensitivity. 
Don't miss this film. 
JEFF CHEVERTON 
SOMETHING'S WRONG • WHEN WE GET OUR CHEQUES WE KNOW - OH! - SOMETHING'S WRONG! • 
BATBiOP-
i».y.€. CArE 
• Individual Pizzas and other 
'A99 I lonoiir Ave, popular dishes 
(iRACTCVlIJ .K, QLf^. • Delicious tortes and other deserts. 
_^, ^ _ coffees & teas 
Ph '^ 7Q "^"^"^^ 
k It. KJi S.J %^<jK.j^j • Let US help wiUi yourncxt catering 
requirements 
Hours: Sun to Thu, 5pm -11pm; Fii & Sat, 5pm - 12pm 
otross 
od ftocessing 
SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENT^ 
To Help Eliminate Those 
ASSIGNMENT & THESES' BLUES 
All Job Sizes Catered For 
Deadlines ARE Met 
High QUALITY PRINT and Presentation 
Years of Experience With Various Subjects 
For FREE Quotes Or Any Enquiries 
Telephone 359 5560 
i M M M 
& MR JOHN 
FORMALWEAR 
177 Albert St., Brisbane, Q. 4000 
Phone: 221 2644 
• SUIT HIRE 
• WEDDINGS 
• COCKTAIL WEAR 
• EVENING WEAR 
• ALL FORMAL 
OCCASIONS 
ROCK YOUR MIND - FUEL YOUR BODY 
INTRODUCING 
BRISBANE'S 
ROCK AND ROLL f i 
RESTAURANT 
GLENN A BAKERS 
Rock Photo Gallery 
Cinema Size 
Video Juke Box 
^W^>^^fi$^^^^m 
'^^^iiil 
iiPiiiiiSii: 
• l^ijip 
:i|:ip '^ 
OPEN WHEN ITS MOST NEEDED 
Mon-Thurs: 10.30am.-3.00am. 
Fri and Sat: 24 Hours 
Sunday: All Day Until 3.00am. 
Cafe 104, tine indulgent 
home of good times, big 
food, big Rock and Roll, a Big 
Cinema-Size Video Screen, a 
Very Big Submarine, a Big 
Lounge and really it is the 
home of a great, big dining 
event. 
Where Is it? It's surprisingly 
tucked away In the Myer 
Centre. It's open from 
10:30AM to 3:00AM Sunday 
to Thursday and open 24 
hours Friday and Saturday. 
Now that's BIG! But one small 
thing we should warn you 
about: our prices seem to be 
small - strange really. 
OUT SOON AT 
AN STA TRAVEL 
O F F I C E OR A 
B O O K S H O P 
N E A R Y O U 
GOING S O L O -
mmvBL A GUIDE FOR WOMEN TRAVELLING ALONE 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
The Australian National University offers PhD and Master degree 
scholarships over a wide range of disciplines in the social, natural and 
physical sciences to persons who hold or expect to hold a bachelor 
degree with at least upper second class honours or an equivalent 
qualification. 
Vacation scholarships are also available in a number of Research 
Schools and Centres to undergraduate students who are currently 
enrolled and who intend to complete an honours degree the following. 
year; such scholarships are normally tenable for not more than 12 
weeks during the December-Februar>' period. 
Ifyou would like further details aboutanyofthese scholarships, please 
write to: 
The Registrar 
The Australian National University 
GPO Box 4 
CANBERRA ACT 2601 
: • • • « 
iP^ 
FLINDERS 
UNIVERSITY 
South Australia 
Post-graduate Research 
Scholarships 
FIrndets University Invites graduales lo apply (or Research Scnolars ps lo undedako 
post-graduale sludyin 1990 
The University wants studenls o( tilgti calibre to (urttier its record cl consistent 
leadership in research 
Flinders University has been repeatedly awarded signilrcant research grants by 
funding bodies relying heavily on independent assessrnents ot research projects and 
research workers. 
In 1989 such oulside supporl amounted to some SAM million, with the University 
Ihrough ils Board of Research providing a lurther $A1.8 million. In the 23 years since it 
was established Flinders University has been able to atUact consistently high per 
capita research funding Irom external agencies. 
Flinders University is situated on an attractive loolhills Site overlooking the Adelaide 
Plains. 25 minutes from Ihe city centre and within easy reach o( recreational facilities. 
Intending applicants lor the Australian Post-graduate Awards and Flmders University 
Research Scholarships should hold a first class, or a high 2A. honours degree 
or equivalent. 
The scholarships are supported by the (ollowing signilicanl allowances: 
Research Maintenance Expenses: The University's Board of Research makes 
lunds available to assist students with necessary expenses incurred during ihe 
course ol their research and to assist in the linal production costs of theses. 
Research Travel Expenses: up to four Fellowships are available each year 
lo enable post-graduale studenls to undertake short periods of study in overseas 
instilulions: Travel support is also available to assist siudents who are presenting 
papers at conferences. Travel supporl is available lo assist scholarship students (rom 
interstate to relocate 
Studies may bo undertaken in any one ol Ihe following Schools 
Humanities: Dra.ma. English. French, Italian, Philosophy. Spanish. Latui American 
Studies. Visual Arts. Archaeology. Linguistics, New Literatures in English. 
Modern Greek 
Social Sciences: American Studies. Asian Studies. Indonesian. Economics. 
Economic History Geography. History. Politics. Psychology. Sociology. Social 
Administration. Labour Stud'es. Development Studies, Population Studios. 
'/Somen's Studies 
Mathematical Sciences: Aop'ied Mathematics, Pure Malhematics. Statistical 
Science. Computer Science 
Physical Sciences: Atomic and Molecular Physics. Plasma Physics, Gas 
Discharge Physxs. Theoretical Physics (Atomic. Plasma and Particle Physics). 
Organic Chemistry, Inorganic Chemsstry Chryslallography and Solid Slate Chemislry 
Catalysis anc! Sur(ace Chon-.islry, Spectroscopy andThooretical Chemistry 
Electrochemistry Eleclromc Structure of Materials Centre. 
Biological Sciences: Ammal Physiology. Bacteriology and Virology Behavioural 
Biology. Biochemistry Biophysics. Cell Physiology, Cytoqenolics. Develop.mentai 
Biology ol Animals. Lievelopmeni Genetics. Population denetics. Microbial and 
Molecular Genelics. Marsupial Biology. Immunology. Plant Growth and Developrricni. 
Plant Syslemalics. Popu'ation Biology Ecology. Verlebrale Paleontology 
Earth Sciences: Meiearoiogy Oceanography. Marine Geology, Geology. 
Geochemistry. Geophysics. Hydrology 
Medicine: Anaesthesia. Medxal Biochemistry. Clinical Microbiology Clinical 
Pharmacology Organ Imaging. Haematology Analomy and Histology Human 
Physiology Medicine, Nutrition. Obstetrics and Gynaecology. Paediatrics, Pathology 
Primary Health Care. Psychiatry Surgery, Rehabilitation, Ophthalmology, Patliulive 
Ca.'e, Clinical Immunology 
Education: Educational Psychology, Philosophy and Education, Sociology ol 
Education. History of Education. Curriculum Studies, Physical Education, ^ arly 
Childhood. Cullure and Education. Statistics and Education. Statistics Evaluation 
and Computer Slud'os. Special Education. Educational Administration. 
Aboriginal Education 
and in 
Theolooy: Old Testament. Now Testament. Systematic Theology. 
History olDoctrine, Church History Lilurgiology Study of Religions. 
For more inlormalion on areas ol study wittiin Ihese Schools and post-graduate 
opportunities al Flinders University contact: 
Leonie Garner 
Ollice ol Research 
Flinders University of South Australia 
BEDFORD PARK S.A. 5042 
Telephone (08)2752759 
Applications lor Post-graduate Scholarships musl be received by 31st October. 1989 
24-28 Oct. 
7.30pm 
{Tues. 6pm) 
352 8595 
iRBijbjass; 
•y^: 8 Annerley Road, 
;'.'^" • ' • WooUoongabba 
"Compassionate, Moving, Mature" 
Featuring 1989 graduating theatre 
students of the BCAE Kelvin Grove 
Brisbane College 
of Advanced Eclucatlon 
GRADUATE DIPLOMA 
OF BUSINESS 
Administration 
The major objective of the course is to offer 
graduates from a range of disciplines a Droad 
t)ase of practical sl<ills and competencies 
relevant to the business vwDrld and appropriate 
for graduates of the course to funaion as part 
of the management team. 
Students may undertal<e a broadly structured 
course in business administration (Business 
Administration 1), or a specialisation that 
would lead to a wide range of cxecutivp 
assistant positions (Business Administration 
2), or a specialisation that would lead to 
positions as arts administrators (Arts 
Administration strand). 
Applicants should normally hold a degree or 
equivalent from a recognised tertiary 
institution. 
Application Forms and Brochures 
Admissions Section 
BrisiMin* Collogc of Advanced 
•duortion 
ISO Vlctorfa Park Road 
KCLVIN GROVE Q 40S9 
Telaplionai (07) 352 8 I5S 
Course enquiries to lyn Parsons, Course Co-
ordinator, Kedron Park Campus. Telephone: 
(07) 357 7077. ^ 
Applications D I M I 27 Octobar 1989 | 
SEMPER • 30 
C U LTU RAL 
C A L E N DAR 
Compiled by leff 
Cheverton 
THINGS 
GERMAN EXPRESSIONIST FILMS with piano 
accompaniment, Concert Hall, Performing Arts 
Complex, October 9-11, Phone 840 7584. 
MARCEL MARCEAU, Concert Hall, Performing 
Arts Complex, 5 & 7 October Phone 840 7481. 
LYRICS AND LARKS celebrating National Arts 
Week, Performing Arts Complex, October 8-14, 
phone 846 4444, 
BOUNDARY STREET FESTIVAL, a street festival 
of food, crafts, buskers, parades, dancing, music, 
workshops, Boundary Street, West End, Thursday 
night 26th October. Phone 846 2114. 
MUSIC 
GALLERIES 
WORKS OF ESSENCE by Dawn Douglas, Metro 
Arts Gallery Four, 109 Edward Street, September 
30-October 11, Phone 399 9396. 
INSTANTANEOUS THOUGHT PAROXYSMS, 
Downstairs Gallery Schonell Theatre, October 1 
-15 , Phone 397 3558. 
THEATRE 
QUICK QUICK SLOW, Street Arts, Paint Factory, 
cnr, Montague and Donkin Streets, West End, 
October 18-28, phone 846 1060. 
WHO IS TOKYO ROSE?, La Boite, 57 Hale 
Street, October 11-28, phone 369 1622. 
PUPPETS ON FIRE? FIRELIGHTS, La Byte - La 
Boite's youth theatre. La Boite, October 15-24, 
phone 369 1622. 
TRASH OF ALL NATIONS & THE DARK ACE 
4ZZZ JOINT EFFORT, Alliance Hotel, 7 
October. Phone 371 511. 
MYTH AND MAGIC, Queensland Youth 
Orchestra, Mayne Hall, U of Q., October 7, 
Phone 257 1191. 
ASH IN OaOBER & FALL OUT 4ZZZ GIG, 
Alliance Hotel, 14 October, Phone 371 5111. 
QUEENSLAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA, 
Concert Hall, Performing Arts Complex, October 
10&14, Phone 846 4444. 
DINOSAUR JUNIOR 4ZZZ OaOBANANA, 
Easts League Club, 20 October, Phone 371 
5111. 
KOTO PERFORMANCE, presented by Lauren 
Stevenson, Queensland Art Gallery, October 21, 
Phone 840 7333. 
BAD RONALD & THE HOLY MEN 4ZZZ GIG, 
Alliance Hotel, 21 October, Phone 371 5111. 
QUEENSLAND PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA, 
Queensland Art Gallery, 4 & 7 October, Phone 
840 7333. 
AT CITY ROWERS 
Slip on your Reeboks and Levis 
for a free drinks Sunday ! 
It's a bit like a freebie - but it's not for everyone. 
Freevis is free drinks for people who want to end 
the weekend in style. People who like wine, spirits 
and lager frenzies almost as much as they love not 
paying for them! Who appreciate great music and 
video clips almost as much as they dislike cover 
charges. Freevis is for people who figure they 
might win a prize or a giveaway, even if they don't 
get lucky. Freevis is for free, for fun and for real! 
This Sunday at City Rov/ers. 
Make sure you're free! 
FREE BEER, WINE AND BAR SPIRITS 
HAPPY HOUR PRICES from Spm to 9pm. 
DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY TILL MIDNIGHT 
No Cover Charge. /Qp /f^  Dress Casual 
CITY ROWERS 
RARAZHIMBOOM 
BARS, CHAR GRILL k NIGHTCLUB 
Waterfront Place • O n e Eagle Street, 
Brisbane Qld. , 4 0 0 0 
Telephone: (07) 221 2888 

